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3.
Summary

I experience only my own conscious mental states directly; I cannot experience
those of others in the same way. So do I have any reason to believe that others
are conscious like me, or even if they have minds at all? What sort of minds
might others have?
An important way we answer these questions for ourselves is by the
evidence of language (visual and linguistic systems of signs) which we presume
provide access to others’ subjective states of mind.
Our subjectivity is embodied, that is, we inhabit the world physically,
interpreting and creating an image of our environment through our senses.
Experience is therefore always constrained for us by the limits of our senses to
perceive it.
So languages are a limited answer to the problem of other minds,
ultimately unreliable in successfully bridging subjectivities, one mind to
another, one person to another, since signs are voices in the social domain, left
behind when the speaker is gone, subject to change, distortion, corrosion and
entropy.
This thesis, consisting of an exegesis and an exhibition of paintings and
photographs, is concerned with the limits of vernacular visual language. The
aesthetic strategy is to explore that point where understanding edges toward a
threshold where meaning might effectively cease; constructing metaphors for
the inability of subjectivities to ever completely bridge the gap.
In the Exegesis, I articulate the problem, some of its implications, and
examine the relevant aspects of the work of several artists who in one way or
another are intent on examining the problem and exploring its potential as an
aesthetic strategy: Antoni Tápies, Cy Twombly, Aaron Siskind, Jasper Johns,
and Rosalie Gascoigne.
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5.
Introduction

And the LORD said, Behold, the people is one, and they have all one
language... and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they
have imagined to do.
Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language, that they may
not understand one another’s speech.
So the LORD scattered them abroad from thence upon the face of all the
earth: and they left off to build the city.
Therefore is the name of it called Babel; because the LORD did there
confound the language of all the earth.
The Book of Genesis 11:6-9, King James Version

In the past I have been fascinated with the aesthetic potential of collage as a
method of generating original work, that is, any deliberate contrast of one
piece of visual data with another, by accident or deliberate calculation. I am
specifically fascinated by the ‘montage effect’, where the viewer infers or creates
another meaning by the contrast of two images of completely different origin.
The text of this exegesis should be thought of as an application of the montage
effect, where I have drawn the reader’s attention to aspects of the work of
others in order to create a new context for the reading of my own work. I
have not always spelled this out in so many words, but only because I do not
necessarily want to stand in front of work by others or by me and tell them
what and how to think.
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I don’t expect to add to the vast literature that already exists on several
of the artists I discuss in this text, but I have deliberately chosen those aspects
of the artists’ work (and often a very small part even of that work) that shine
light on my own thinking about the problems I was attempting to answer for
myself while making the work in this exhibition.
In this text I give the formal, theoretical and autobiographical
background that motivated specific works of mine in the exhibition, always
presented in the light of an overriding issue I wanted to address.
The relationship of language to language is not the same as the
relationship of pictures to language, so I don’t attempt to exhaustively account
for every work in the show, or all the features of the work. Some meanings can
only be intuited prelinguistically, and so I have not attempted to ‘say’ all there
is to say about my work, merely to give an indication of the way I think about
it, including suggestive connections not necessarily reducible to words.
In the first chapter I attempt to sketch out the philosophical
background to the problems that were the motivating engine behind the
work in this exhibition: firstly, the apparent separation between me as I
consciously move about in the world, and everyone else. That is, the fact that
while I have an embodied presence in the world like others do, I experience
the world subjectively, apparently isolated and cut off from their experience
of their own subjectivity. Reality for me is never simply a matter of abstract
conceptualizations or propositional judgements, it is always conditioned by my
physical presence in the world. Meaning for me is not simply a straightforward
relation between symbolic representations (like language) and mindindependent reality, because while my representations may be accurate most
of the time, aspects of reality may be misinterpreted through a breakdown of
image-schemata, which are not fixed, but only relatively stable and located in a
conventional network of meaning. If the convention falters, the stability of the
image is endangered and meaning is lost.
This leads to the second part of the problem, the issue traditionally
conceived in philosophy as the problem of other minds. If I experience only
my own conscious mental states, do I have any reason to believe that others
are conscious like me, or if they have minds at all? In this chapter I sketch
what might be the problem’s most important implications for an artist and
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I give several concrete examples of how consideration of these questions has
motivated specific works in the exhibition.
I should state here that I accept that there is a conceptual problem of
other minds, but that I have no intention (nor the ability) to solve it. I merely
wish to formulate it in a general way as it might apply to ‘visual’ language.
I use this expression to refer to natural language as opposed to artificial or
formal languages, as the word is used commonly by real people. Though I
accept that visual language is not a language as such [Wollheim 1993], I use the
term because it is commonly used to refer to a basic-level concept and because
like language, signs and symbols are equally founded on embodied imageschemata.
In ‘What is it like to be someone else?’ I examine the problem of how
one might face a secondary but absolutely vital implication of the problem of
other minds, which is that if I assume that others have minds like me, what
sort of minds do they have? How do I bridge the gap between my subjectivity
and theirs; an urgent problem if you are, say, a doctor assessing a patient in
the emergency room. The problem was expressed in an influential way by
philosopher Thomas Nagel in his essay ‘What is it like to be a bat?, which I
outline and examine.
The most important way we bridge the gap, at least for my purposes,
is by way of symbolic language, understood to include visual signifiers of all
kinds, even though these might not fulfil every criteria of language in the
formal sense. I examine some of the implications of this in light of my works.
In the chapter called ‘The arbitrary signifier’ I illustrate and analyse
some of the implications of the use of linguistic symbols to bridge subjectivities
by examining the use of graphic signifiers in the early work of Jasper Johns,
for whom they were largely arbitrary and stripped of intentionality. I allege
that Johns uses numbers and other signs very much as the Imagist poets of an
earlier generation emphasized figures (‘images’) of concrete reality in order to
ground a poem in the world of experience.
In ‘Reading the illegible’ I look at what is happening in images where
‘text’ has shifted, or is in the process of shifting, to ‘picture’; that is, when the
written signifier is corrupted to such a degree that it functions no longer as
a signifier to a signified, but points simply to the process of signifying and
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to nothing else. This notion is used to examine three kinds of pictures where
writing functions as visual language but is not connected to sense in the usual
way. In the ‘blackboard’ works of Cy Twombly, there is a presumption that
something is being taught, information imparted, knowledge bestowed; an
expectation which he subverts with the character of his marks, which are
mostly swirls of joined lines or completely indecipherable ‘handwriting’, the
kind of mark that indicates thought. They imitate the process of cognition, or
its graphical result, without the delivery of meaning.
I then examine ‘tagging’ in this light and expand on some semiological
issues associated with its indecipherability, especially in contrast to autographs
as they would normally function. Tags go beyond any usual function writing
may have as a sign with a systematic relationship to signified meaning or a
grammar, as legibility is sacrificed for the significance of pure gesture.
With this in mind, I look at the work of graphic designer David
Carson, and examine the way he has taken up indecipherability as a serious
aesthetic possibility. Surprisingly, since he works in a medium whose main
purpose is usually thought of as graphic communication.
Typography in the art of Rosalie Gascoigne also functions as a visual
signifier whose semantic content is mostly, but not entirely withheld. It is
a formal element in the work but also extraordinarily complex in the use of
metaphor, and opens up new potential for the use of found materials. In this
chapter I wanted to examine this use of metaphor, in particular the use of
typography, and to demonstrate how recent discoveries in neurology might
inform our understanding of why her art works on a viewer in such a powerful
way. I also wanted to indicate briefly how these conclusions had informed and
altered the way I thought about my own work.
In the chapter called ‘Automatism and the resolution of opposites’,
I consider the use of automatism as a working method, by which I mean
aesthetically expressive actions conducted without conscious control of
the outcome: all those working processes that exploit chance, accident,
coincidence, and actions performed without rehearsal or deliberate calculation.
They trip up the practised actions of the painter or writer, the better to avoid
slickness or calculation, to provoke new images and forms the artist may not
have been able to conjure deliberately. I look at one of the most common signs
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in the work of Antoni Tápies, an artist who makes extensive use of automatic
processes and note the multiplicity of possible meanings they convey. I also
analyse their use in the work of contemporary artist Terri Brooks, who both
make extensive use of automatic processes.
In ‘A world in a grain of sand’, I look at the photographer Aaron
Siskind, who seemed to me an obvious progenitor for the kind of photographs
I was beginning to make. His emphasis on language and his obsession with
marks made by hands as a kind of anonymous and universal expression of the
human need to speak, to convey meaning, and therefore to assert selfhood,
are all discussed. His and my approaches arose from different places, with
different problems in mind, but we had arrived at often similar conclusions.
The differences and similarities seemed to me to be important and worth
investigating in order to place my photographic work into perspective.
Finally, I retrace some of my steps, stating some conclusions that it
might be possible to infer about my work arising out of consideration of the
philosophical problem that was the intellectual ground zero for this project.
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6.
Embodied subjectivity and other minds

To be in the world is to have a body, or to be a body. There is a part of the
world that is, so to speak, me. It is through the body which I occupy and
constitute that I engage with the world, and being in the world is impossible
to conceive without this embodied presence. I am, so to speak, incarnate.
Reality for me is shaped and constrained by the forms of my bodily
movement, by my orientation in space and time; and whatever forms my
interactions with objects may take, reality is never for me simply a matter
of abstract conceptualisations or propositional judgements, it is always and
everywhere conditioned by my physical presence in the world [Johnson 1987].
If this proposition seems commonsensical, it’s worth keeping in mind that
it differs from the commonly held view in several respects. For many of us,
‘meaning’ is conceived of as a straightforward relation between symbolic
representations, like images, like language both written and spoken, and mindindependent reality. We see words or images are meaningful, to put it another
way, insofar as they satisfy truth conditions.
So reality always has for me this double sided nature: the subjective
apprehension, both conscious and unconscious, of what I assume to be an
exterior reality which is transparent to my senses. This may be accurate except
in instances where my senses might be lying to me, in hallucinations, in
dreams, or under the influence of drugs or alcohol. But aspects of objective
reality may also be misinterpreted by me through a breakdown of imageschemata, which are more difficult to detect because many are buried in
unconscious habit.
Reality for us is therefore founded on a curious contradiction: there
is an exterior reality outside our bodies which can only be apprehended
subjectively, through my senses which are of course completely conditioned
by my body, and through systematic concepts which are at the same time
comprehensible to me only through metaphors which are embedded in my
1

body and its experience of space, time, movement, and so on.
In order for us to have meaningful, connected experiences that we can
comprehend and reason about, there must be patterns we can detect in our
actions and perceptions. Schemata are the dynamic structures for organizing
the recurring patterns, shapes and regularity in, or of, these kinds of ordering
activities [Johnson 1987]. I say dynamic because these are the flexible structures
by which we actively order our experience in ways we can comprehend.
They are not fixed, but are only relatively stable because they are located in
a conventional network of meaning, depending on a large stock of shared
schemata, practices, and knowledge [Johnson 1987]. If the convention falters, the
stability of the conventional image is endangered and meaning is lost.
The view that understanding is simply a passive process of the
reception or imposition of a set of static concepts, propositions, templates,
networks or perceptual input, is profoundly mistaken. Understanding (I could
say meaning) is constantly endangered, able to be upset in an infinite variety of
ways, because ‘understanding is an evolving process or activity in which imageschemata (as organizing structures) partially order and form our experience
and are modified by their embodiment in concrete experiences.’ [Johnson 1987].
What concrete experiences? Colour, for example. Presuppositions
are embedded in language, so we say the sky is blue, the grass is green.
Meaning that for us, colour inheres in things, but science tells us that this is
false. Colour is a creation, or rather an interpretation, of the interaction of
wavelengths of electromagnetic radiation within a certain band and under
certain circumstances, with our bodies and brains.
Another embodied experience would be spatial relations concepts.
We automatically perceive one object as in, on, across from, in front of,
or behind another object. Yet to understand these concepts, which we do
automatically, we have to project a complex imagistic structure on the scene,
one which is utterly conditioned by our bodies and their structure. We have
fronts and backs. We see from the front, and move normally in this direction.
We conceive of our backs as ‘behind’ us, because we don’t directly perceive
our own backs, but we project fronts and backs onto things which don’t have
them, since we imagine that like us, the front is the side we normally interact
with. Therefore, ‘front’ and ‘back’ are body-conditioned concepts. ‘Our
2

bodies define a set of fundamental spatial orientations that we use not only in
orienting ourselves, but in perceiving the relationship of one object to another’
[Lakoff & Johnson 1999]. The same is true of other fundamental schemata like
pushing, pulling, propelling, supporting and balance. Space itself has no such
structure.
I take from this the conclusion that while it may be useful to talk
of an exterior, objective reality and an interior subjectivity, the concepts are
misleading as models of our essential condition as embodied beings. Reality
for us is interactional in the sense that, like colour, it resides neither completely
in the exterior world, nor entirely in our own heads, but is a projection arising
out of the interaction of the world ‘out there’ and the particular constraints
of our biology. Meaning arises for us out of the interaction of schematic
structures of all kinds.
This false conception of exterior objective and interior subjective
is something I seek to illustrate by means of visual metaphors across this
exhibition. In fact, it is probably the central aesthetic tactic in all this work. I
do this primarily by opposing the impersonal, ideal, objective and machinemade against the random, the accidental and the contingent.
For example, in the detail of The Perfect Circle (in progress) [Figure 1],
the work is painted on a section of scrap plyboard (actually a tea-chest) over
a carpet of typographic gibberish of the kind produced by a computer when
one file created in a certain format is unable to be read by another computer
in another format. I found this kind of technobabble irresistible and slightly

Figure 1. Sean Payne The Perfect Circle (detail of work in progress)
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poignant as a metaphor for human communication, and for all its fragility
and potential for misreading. I have made a rough H figure out of masking
tape, which exactly reproduces the form I found on the side of the original
tea chest where someone had attempted to patch a hole. The H is something
that resembles a schema, a letter of the alphabet, but was created anonymously
with no aesthetic intention at all. Something objective and machine made
is contrasted with a contingent and accidental form. The yellow circle is a
reproduction of a circle mark made by workers on a road under construction,
painted with exactly the kind of spray-can they use. Again this is a utilitarian
form, made anonymously with no aesthetic intent. Geometrical circles feature
in other parts of the work, contrasting an ideal form against the accidental
form of the hand-rendered yellow circle.
Other works of mine make explicit reference to the complexity
surrounding the concept of embodied subjectivity in an objective world. In
Letter From India (2004) [Figure 2, page 5], the central panel, which is an oil on
canvas reproduction of an actual MRI image, is held against the surface of the
work with string, forming a rough cross over the image. As well as an aesthetic
device, the cross is a physical reference to the MRI or X-ray process where a
machine is ‘aimed’ over a section of the body and then ‘shot’ with powerful
magnetic fields, radio waves or radiation, which, in the case of X-rays, pass
literally through the body. This of course resembles the cross hairs of a rifle
sight. It is also refers to a machine-made line, rendered by a physical material,
therefore a kind of contradiction. In coming across this image while working
in the studio, I was reminded of a powerful childhood memory. At the age of
four I contracted Osteomyelitis, which required treatment and regular visits to
the Royal Children’s Hospital in Melbourne until the age of sixteen. During
these visits, sets of X-rays were always taken, and submitting to these has
remained a compelling image from my childhood. I was required to undress
and lie on a cold metal bed in a large radiography ward, where a huge machine
was manipulated over me to take the exposure. The ‘eye’ of the machine was
a glass plate which lit up and was marked with prominent cross hairs, casting
a shadow of the cross hairs across my body. When happening upon the cross
form in the studio, I was instantly reminded of this, and placing it over the
image of a body or some other fragile or contingent thing seemed to me a
4

Figure 2. Sean Payne Letter From India 2002, 55 x 76 x 3.5 cm
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convincing metaphor for the body’s precariousness when compared to the
imperviousness of machines or indeed any objective or ideal concept.
What is the problem of other minds?
The condition of being embodied beings, whose consciousness is subjective,
has some important implications, none more profound than the fact that
while we experience our own conscious mental states directly, we cannot
experience those of others in the same way. Since our image of the world is
created subjectively through our senses (defined broadly), experience is always
constrained for us by the limit of our senses to perceive it.
This provokes several important questions, or rather one question that
can be expressed in both an abstract and an accessible form.
In the western philosophical tradition, the question is put formally
as the ‘problem of other minds’ and it can be expressed in the following way:
If I experience only my own conscious mental states, do I have any reason to
believe that others are conscious like me, or even if they have minds at all?
This question might be thought to belong in the halls of undergraduate
lecture rooms and is remote for most of us, since in everyday life we have
apparently little reason to doubt that others have consciousness in the same
way that we do. However, the domestic form of the question is apposite to
everyday life: If I have no access to another’s consciousness, how do I know
that others have the same or even a similar consciousness to me? Discoveries
in neurological research will give further urgency to this question, as we learn
that different sorts of brains furnish different conceptions of reality. How does
reality appear to my son, for example, who has Asperger’s Syndrome? What
exactly is reality like for someone recovering from a stroke, is schizophrenic,
has dementia, etc.? The difference is clearly conceived when the discussion
hinges on the experience of someone with a pronounced deficit, but it is
entirely probable that profound differences in brain structure and function can
be present in ordinary people, which only brings us back to the question with
renewed force: what is it like to be someone else?
A traditional answer to the problem of other minds is called the
argument from analogy, which was enduringly expressed by John Stuart Mill
6

in 1872:
I conclude that other human beings have feelings like me because,
first, they have bodies like me, which I know in my own case to be the
antecedent condition of feelings; and because, secondly, they exhibit
the acts and other outward signs which in my own case I know by
experience to be caused by feelings [Avramides 2001].
The argument from analogy to the existence of other minds proceeds
from a few crucial observations: first, the assurance that I have a mind; second,
that there is a connection between my mind and the behaviour I exhibit;
and third, the recognition of similar sorts of behaviour in others. From these
observations, the argument asserts that the sort of behaviour that others
exhibit, which I know to be expressions of thoughts and feelings in myself, is
evidence that others must also have thoughts and feelings and therefore, that
others must have minds like mine.
We all operate under the assumption that the argument from analogy
is effectively true, more or less and most of the time, even though this
assumption is being tested constantly, and the problem of other minds can rear
up with unexpected force even for the most unphilosophical of us in everyday
life, disguised in ways like this:
Even though my husband says he understands, I’m not sure that he
really does. 		
When I say the sunset is orange, can I be sure that it is orange for me in
precisely the same way that it is orange for you?
The patient is severely brain damaged and in a coma. The family must
make a decision: what sort of mind does the person now possess?
Do dolphins have minds? Do birds? What about fish?
Does my computer have a mind?
7

Does my unborn child have a mind?
Yet, the argument from analogy does not, apparently, bear close
scrutiny. Take the case of physical pain. As a child, I cut my finger on a piece
of broken glass; if I later cut my finger while using a knife, I may understand
that what I have experienced in both cases is the same sensation: pain. Yet, if
I see someone else wince and clutch their finger and cry out, and conclude
that the person is experiencing the same physical sensation, how safe is that
conclusion, since I cannot access their sensations like I can my own? I simply
rely on an analogy between their behaviour and my own as evidence that they
are sharing the same experience. The situation is particularly puzzling in the
case of pain, since the way I attain the concept from my own sensation is
always inherent in my use of the word ‘pain’.
The problem is how I can understand any concept to be general
from my own particular case. It is put by Donald Davidson this way: ‘If the
mental states of others are known only through their behavioural and other
manifestations, while this is not true of our own mental states, why should we
think our own mental states are anything like those of others?’ [Davidson 1991].
The problem, he believes, is our tendency, inherited from Descartes, to see one
form of knowledge (knowledge of our own mind) as primary and then work
out from there to the other forms of knowledge: knowledge of the world, and
knowledge of other minds [Avramides 2001].
By any estimation Wittgenstein’s contribution on this question
completely reformulated the conventional approach to the problem. He
perceived the difficulty lay in the language used to conceptualize it, that we
misunderstand our own nature due to the words we use to examine it. We do
not perceive our sensations, we simply have them. There is no such thing as
an inner sense as such. One cannot walk up to an observed mental object and
take a closer look. I might be conscious of experiencing pain, but there is no
difference between having a pain and being aware of it [Hacker 2000].
The problem lies with a misapplication of an image schema. As I’ve
pointed out, we are creations of our embodied condition, and as such we
tend to conceptualize abstract ideas in physical terms. In this case, I believe
8

the problem might arise from a misapplication of the containment schema.
Containment and boundedness is one of the most basic and pervasive features
of our bodily experience. We are innately aware of our physical bodies as
containers into which we put things (food, air, water) and from which things
come out (air, urine, etc.). We are also always aware of physical containment
in homes, cars, clothes, etc. We move in and out of them, and place objects
in containers. We are used to things remaining relatively stable in this
environment, and this stability generally means that the contained object
becomes either visible or invisible to the view of some observer [Johnson 1987].
It is not difficult to see how this pervasive schema, and others, might serve
to add considerably to our readiness to conceive of mutually inconsistent
realities like subjective consciousness and objective reality. We conceive of
subjectivity as private, but open and transparent to introspection. We believe
we are aware of our inner states and conscious of them, and furthermore, that
this knowledge is impossible to doubt. However, as Wittgenstein asserted,
introspection is possible, but it is not a form of inner perception, but rather
self-reflection involving imagination and judgement; it is ‘the calling up of
memories; of imagined possible situations, and of the feelings one would have
if...’. There is no inner eye, for there is nothing to perceive, only to reflect on
[Hacker 2000].
We cannot see sound or hear colour, because those phenomena are
interactional properties emerging out of the peculiar application of physics
to the particular potentialities of our bodies. The grass is not green, because
‘green’ is an embodied concept, phenomenologically emerging in us. Similarly,
the concept ‘pain’ is inherently embodied, that is, it does not exist outside
of an instance of it experienced by a physical body, by a person. Pain is not
hidden in the subjectivity of the person, an inner state to be reflected in
outward behaviour, it is his behaviour in the sense in which the word ‘pain’ has
meaning. He is not conscious of pain, he is in pain. The word means what it
does not because it names an inner object, ‘but by being used in expressions of
pain by the sufferer and by his cry “I am in pain” being a criterion for others to
ascribe pain to him’ [Hacker 2000]. In other words, it is innate in the meaning
of the words we use that they name concepts that are shared and public, rather
than private and invisible.
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I take from this that the frequently cited example of pain as a sensation
unavailable to the scrutiny of others is misconceived. This may even answer
those that argue that scepticism about other minds is justified because one’s
subjectivity is locked off, available only to the perceiving subject. The difficulty
of the conceptual problem of other minds, while real enough, is made more
difficult by the persistency of Cartesian habits of thought. The inability
to move without scepticism from knowledge of one’s own impressions to
knowledge of someone else’s, or indeed to a position of scepticism about
the existence of other minds at all, is made insoluble by this misconception,
amounting to a mistaken impression of human reality itself.
Since Wittgenstein, we can see that the problem of other minds
is irrevocably tied up with language. The implications of this for an
understanding of visual language is something I take up in the next chapter,
where I look at the first important implication of the problem.
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7.
What is it like to be someone else?

Whichever way I look at it or think about it, I am constrained by my own
subjectivity. I think like a human, with two eyes in my head, two ears, two
hands, standing at such and such a height, experiencing the passing of time
in a particular way. Since my subjectivity is embodied, reality is physically
conditioned. Experience is therefore always constrained for me by the limits of
my senses to perceive it. Because I am embodied in a particular way, possibly
quite different from another animal or indeed any other being I might conjure
up, the character of another’s subjective experience may be literally beyond my
powers to imagine.
In this chapter I examine the problem of how one might face a
secondary but absolutely vital implication of the problem of other minds,
which is this: If I assume that others have minds like me, what sort of minds
do they have? How do I bridge the gap between my subjectivity and theirs; an
urgent problem if you are, say, a doctor assessing a patient in the emergency
room. (‘How much pain are you in? Pick a number from one to ten.’) The
problem was expressed in an influential way by philosopher Thomas Nagel in
his essay ‘What is it like to be a bat?’, which I outline and examine.
The most important way we bridge the gap, at least in terms of this
essay, is by way of symbolic language, understood to include visual signifiers of
all kinds, even though these might not fulfil every criteria of language in the
formal sense. I examine some of the implications of this in light of my works.
Thomas Nagel’s influential essay ‘What is it like to be a bat?,’ first
published in 1974, proposed a thought experiment that recast familiar
philosophical problems in a new way [Nagel 1979a].
Nagel argued that reductionist and purely functional accounts of
the mind-body problem were bound to be inadequate, since they ignored or
reduced to nonsense the one thing that made the problem ‘really intractable’,
namely, the subjective character of consciousness [Nagel 1979a].
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Nagel allowed that many kinds of living things may possess
consciousness in some way, but no matter how the form of the creature may
vary, the fact that it has conscious experience on any level at all must mean that
there is something it is like to be that thing. To put it another way, a thing can
only be said to possess conscious mental states if and only if there is something
that it is like to be that thing - in other words, something it is like for the
creature itself.
The subjective character of experience, whatever that happens to be
like, is until now unaccounted for by the many varieties of hard materialism,
mind/brain identity theories and reductionism of all kinds, since all of these
positions are still logically compatible with its absence. Nothing would be left
out. But looked at the opposite way, every experience has a subjective character
which can’t be analysed purely in terms of functional states or intentional states,
since these could be consistently ascribed to robots or zombies that behaved
like people but experienced nothing. Any (materialist) solution to the mindbody problem must therefore be able to account for the subjective nature of
experience, or it has failed.
A chiasma exists between subjective mental states and the requirement
that we must find a way to characterise them objectively, even though stating
with any certainty what subjective mental states are may be difficult or even
impossible since they may be literally beyond our imagining. But how could
another creature’s subjective experience be beyond our ability to describe it?
Nagel offered the example of a bat, though it will be seen that the
reasoning could be extended to any living creature. Bats are mammals like
us, and there seems little reason to doubt that they have experience. Yet they
present a set of behaviours and possess a sensory apparatus so different from
ours that they would seem to be the very definition of the word ‘alien’.
Bats perceive the world mainly through the use of echolocation, or
sonar. They create an accurate internal image of their environment by bouncing
sound waves at a particular pitch from surrounding surfaces and correlating
the outgoing sounds with the subsequent echoes. Their rapid, high frequency
shrieks allow them to make precise estimations of distance, size, shape, texture
and motion with astonishing accuracy.
This ability is so utterly different to any sense that we possess, that there
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is arguably no reason to suppose that it would subjectively be like anything
that we can experience, or describe, or even imagine. Whatever I can imagine
is likely to amount merely to what it would be like for me to behave as a bat
behaves. This is not however, the question, which is ‘what is it like for a bat to
be a bat?’ [Nagel 1979a].
The character of another creature’s subjective experience may be beyond
my powers of description or imagining because my subjectivity is embodied in
a particular way, very different from a bat or any other hypothetical creature I
may imagine. Whichever way I look at it or think about it, I am constrained by
my own subjectivity.
Animals with entirely alien sensory apparatus are admittedly an
extreme example, designed to illustrate a point, which is the unavoidable
conceptual problem that my essential subjectivity disallows access to another’s
consciousness, and while it may be safe most of the time to conduct myself as
if the argument from analogy was true, this argument is not an answer, since
slippages in comprehension between people, between people and animals, and
even with inanimate objects like computers, occur all the time.
However, analogy is what we have got, and I don’t believe the problem
is so serious that it should result in radical scepticism about other minds. Like
John Searle, I tend to take a position that is informed by my understanding
of scientific hypotheses [Avramides 2001]. Like science, I hold that an appeal to
inductive inference to the existence of other minds is a sufficient standard for
belief. Like science, hypotheses about other minds can be mistaken, or require
more information in order to qualify the judgement. I’m not saying that
people actually conceptualize the existence of other minds in this way, but that
like the existence of other ‘facts’, they can be falsified, or qualified with more
information.
One of the most complete and systematic extrapolations from analogy
is language. Language is, in a sense, analogy in action. The difference between
a bat and another person is that another person can manipulate a systematic
grammar of shared signs in order that I might come closer to understanding
what it is like for someone else to be someone else. They can talk to me.
Within the category understood by the word ‘language’, I here include
vernacular graphics, by which I mean manifestations of visual symbology
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in our domestic environment. I include vernacular graphics in the category
‘language’, not because they necessarily display systematic grammar, though
some obviously do, but because they can be thought to be synonymous with
speech acts, exhibiting intentionality. They are a form of communication that
amount to an unselfconscious attempt to make the problem manageable by
bridging the gap between subjectivities by means of objective visual (or nonverbal) speech acts.
In using the phrase ‘visual language’ I am using the expression in its
natural language setting, rather that trying to claim that visual languages are
languages in the formal sense. In other words, I call them languages because
they exhibit certain features of a language, notably, some structure and rule
bound semantic content, but I am not claiming that they are languages in the
same sense that syntactic systems are language [Wollheim 1993].
Public graphic signs and symbols outlast the original act of speech,
which is why they are there in the first place. By making a sign or writing
something down for public exhibition, my voice stays behind when I am gone,
where it can go on telling the tale I intended it to tell: ‘swim between the flags,’
‘beware of the dog,’ or whatever it might be.
However, these demonstrations of the transparency of meaning are
fragile and limited. Words and markings made in public are subject to all
sorts of factors which constrain or inhibit their ability to communicate, for
example, they may be subject to weather or damage until they are illegible, or
their intended audience may be so select that they mis-communicate or fail to
communicate to the uninitiated.
Examples of this can be see all the time in daily life: the painted
directions on the road are so worn and faded that they mix with the outdated
marks under them, confusing drivers. The roadworker’s marks are temporary
guides for those who follow him, but last long after the construction is
complete, mystifying passers-by who see numbers, arrows and esoteric symbols
on the footpath every day on their way to work. Sight boards are erected
around a building site with the name of the project running the length of a
street. Later, the boards are moved and re-erected in a different order, so the
street is lined with partial letter forms like a huge Futurist abstraction.
And so on and on.
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These sorts of phenomena, glimpsed all the time in daily life, are
aspects of public (mis)communication which I seek to exploit aesthetically. In
K (2002) [Figure 3] for example, the sign which is a fragment of a larger word
is made monumental by being seen close up. The word was intended to be
read from approaching cars a certain distance away. From a slightly different
context, walking by it on foot, it can seem disconnected from its original
purpose, monumental, out of scale, and we see it as if for the first time, present
only in its graphical sense and stripped of semantic meaning. We are so used to
these kinds of signs we barely see them at all.
By carefully lining up the edge of the letterform and the trace of
a lane marker line with the edges of the frame, the image reads both as a
three dimensional regression into space, and simultaneously as a flat surface,
reinforcing its objectivity and denying our culturally limiting tendency to read
images as a metaphorical window into an illusionistic space.
In the photograph Entropy (2004) [Figure 4, page 16], we see the
crumbling vestiges of signage on a wall, at the very threshold where the marks
are at risk of losing their identity as language completely. A partial letter A
is visible at the top centre, and the regularity of the other patches where the
raw surface of the concrete is showing through leads us to conclude that these

Figure 3. Sean Payne K 2002, 30 x 20 cm
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are words, though there is very little else to confirm the assumption. I see
this as an illustration of the limits of understanding in visual language; the
point where understanding edges toward a threshold where meaning might
effectively cease. Taken collectively in the context of an exhibition, I intend
this and other images to be seen as effective metaphors for the fragility of
language as a solution to the problem of subjectivities.
In the previous chapter, I made the point that difficulties associated
with concepts often lie in the linguistic nature of the way we express and
conceive of them. When we express concepts we make use of linguistic
metaphor, as when we say that something is (as if it were) something else.
In other words, how we conceive of things linguistically is often embedded
in how we understand other things. So we convey meaning through implied
comparison. This can often lead us off the track, since we have a tendency to
then carry on as if the metaphor was literally true. With use, metaphors can
become so hidden that they disappear from view.
However, the truth is deeper and more profound even than this. There
are prelinguistic metaphors as well, of which our words are an expression.
Metaphorical language is an expression of metaphorical thought. Take the
example of time. We all know what time is; it passes, as it has before we were

Figure 4. Sean Payne Entropy 2004, 30 x 20 cm
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here and will continue after we are gone, just as it had before I was born. It is
not mind-dependent, but exists independently of an individual mind’s capacity
to imagine it. It is a property of the world, and not a property of us.
However, what we mean when we both use the word ‘time’ and
even when we conceptualize time non-linguistically, is utterly metaphorical,
ascribing to time something we can only understand in our body’s terms.
That is, ‘most of our understanding of time is a metaphorical version of our
understanding of motion in space’ [Lakoff & Johnson 1999]. We think of future
time as lying before us, the past behind us and ourselves in the present; so
we think of time as oriented in space just as we are oriented in space. The
future is ‘coming’ and the past has ‘gone.’ Time has a front and a back, as in
‘we are facing the future head-on.’ Our language about time is saturated with
metaphor embedded in our experience as embodied beings. So much so, that
when we attempt to move beyond conceptual metaphor it becomes difficult
for us, if not impossible, to say what time is ‘in itself.’
The graphical symbols we employ every day can also be thought
of as emerging from conceptual metaphor which is a consequence of our
embodiment. These concepts are shared by definition, because they don’t rely
for their confirmation on private subjective experience, but are consequences
of the innate physical properties of bodies, which we all share. I don’t need to
confirm whether someone else has a mind like mine, since the concepts which
we give expression to through language are consequences of our embodiment.
Thus there is no separation of behaviour and internal subjective states, since
the dialogue would function just the same because the concepts I hold innately
and give expression to through language are consequences of my embodied
condition, not the consequences of my internal mental states. Scepticism is
avoided. This might be an indication that the conceptual problem of other
minds is not insoluble.
The sign of the X, or cross, might be thought of as possessing meaning
not because it corresponds to some object in reality, but because it is a
conceptual metaphor emerging from our shared embodiment. When I mark
the cross to mean ‘here is the spot’, I’m symbolically evoking the coming
together of space into one point, which is understood to be where I am in
space. The focal point is the axis between the four vectors. The four radiating
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1. Anonymous image on internet dating site 2003

lines are a metaphorical conception intended to stand for all directions in
space; I might say North, South, East and West, but also up and down. If
I mark the cross to negate something, like in the image shown above, I am
metaphorically cancelling it out: the opposite of a focal point. I am taking
something from the centre and dispersing it into space, casting it out into
nothingness, the precise opposite of the previous example.
In the work titled Anecdote (2002) [Figure 5, page 19], the red cross
is intended to function as a negative, reinforcing the general impression
of conflict that the work is intended to evoke; not in a way that might be
reducible to words, but as something that might work on the viewer’s intuitive
sense of a picture’s ‘meaning.’ In X=X (2002) [Figure 6, page 20], the X was
derived from a sign I had seen on a machine marked as unsafe in a hospital
ward. I thought that the sign might also function as a symbol denoting X-ray
and attach the image again in a non-linguistic way to allude to medicine and
the medical, looking into and through bodies.
Many other simple graphics might be examined in this way, like the
circle, the arrow, the sunwheel, etc. I give a more detailed account of the X
symbol’s pragmatic use in the later section dealing with Antoni Tàpies.
So these sorts of graphical symbols which we encounter in daily life do
not attach to meaning in a denotative way, or in a way that a correspondence
theory of linguistic meaning might always recognise. They work because
they connect with prelinguistic, embodied responses to our environment. A
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Figure 5. Sean Payne Anecdote 2002, 18 x 24 cm

similar thing may be occurring in the visual artifacts of prelinguistic societies.
Markings on cave walls, stones or other objects may be pictures which
illustrate a concept or they might be what Elkins calls semasiographic, that is,
a meaningful sign that does not stand for sounds in a language [Elkins 1996].
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They communicate by an innate connection to a shared physical reality, rather
than by connection to an established syntax.
These signs, which I am characterising quite differently to the linguistic
sign in a syntactical language, might provide a more secure basis on which to
conceive of a shared reality between subjectivities than proper language does.
They are still slippery and prone to corruption, but their universal reach makes
them inter-lingual since they are grounded in our embodied presence in the
world.

Figure 6. Sean Payne X=X 2002-2005, 28 x 36 cm
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8.
The arbitrary signifier

Artists have interrogated the ability of graphical symbols to bridge subjectivity
with great persistence at least since Cubist and Dada artists began to use them
in the 1910s and 1920s. Here I illustrate and analyse some of the implications
of this use of linguistic symbols by examining the use of graphic signifiers in
the work of Jasper Johns, for whom they were largely arbitrary and stripped of
intentionality.
Writing is visible language, with both discursive and visual content,
both Meaning and Being. Written language has this mysterious double aspect,
consisting both of the familiar forms and shapes of letters and whole words
which we read with astonishing speed, registering semantic and syntactic
concepts within fractions of a second; and another aspect which we often fail
to register consciously. Written words are never pure meaning, pure signifieds:
they are also visual signifiers, the study of which is called allography, which
denotes all those changes which can be made to letterforms without affecting
their alphabetic identities. This category might include calligraphy, typography,
paleography and aspects of graphic design including page layout [Elkins 1999b].
Elkins reminds English speakers and readers of the Latin languages that
the tidy separation between foundational letterform and calligraph is not as
easy as we might be tempted to think when we consider the case of Chinese,
Japanese and Islamic languages in which allographic form and foundational
letter are inseparable in any meaningful sense. In China, for instance,
‘calligraphy is indissolubly part of the normative orthography of writing, and
there is no writing... that is printed without gestural marks’ [Elkins 1999b].
Therefore the phrase ‘Chinese calligraphy’ is a redundancy. The notion that
there are meaningful distinctions to be made between pictures and writing is
also at risk in Chinese, as many characters are effectively ideograms, consisting
of pictures or fragments of pictures that are at the same time signifiers.
One Western artist (I hasten to add the qualifier) who has interrogated
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the apparently easy disjunction between word and image and found it
wanting is Jasper Johns. I’m thinking particularly of the early works of his
from about 1955 until the later sixties when his art began to arch slowly into
the construction of a more personal iconography; a word which is peculiarly
appropriate in his case.
Johns is a quintessentially American artist in a particular sense, in that
his work is distrustful of the unobserved, the private and the spiritual and
stands in favour of the objective and the verifiable. Compared to the Action
Painters who immediately preceded and surrounded him as a young artist, his
work appears cerebral, somewhat detached, and interested in shared things like
language and signs. His early paintings depict signs, targets, and flags with the
simple plainness and lack of ornament of a Puritan church, a plainness which
nevertheless hid a complexity of iconographic and philosophical inference rare
in any artist.
If Johns seems to adopt and adapt the harried surfaces and complex
visual and tactile strategies of the Abstract Expressionists in his sketchy lines
and heavy coagulated impasto surfaces, it is not an indicator of romantic
struggle. He has no ‘transcendentalist ambition’ in Hughes’ memorable phrase
[Hughes 1997]. The canvas is an object like other objects, not a theatre set for the
construction of persuasive illusion. If his paint is thick, it is to reinforce their
ontological status as objects and to reinforce their objective character [Sylvester
2001].
The very opposite of the Abstract Expressionists’ emphasis on the
private revelation, Johns uses signs in the public domain, that is, language, to
air concepts of public knowledge. This connects him back to an earlier impulse,
leapfrogging over Action Painting and Surrealism to Dada. Not surprising then
that he should turn, as the Dadaists turned, to the found imagery of public
discourse, namely language and text, and the appropriated image and object.
This plainness and directness of speech has a history in America, of
course, and there are certain indicators of this history in Johns’ work for those
prepared to look. The encaustic painting Figure 5 (1960) strongly recalls the
iconic image by Charles Demuth called I Saw the Figure 5 in Gold (1928),
which was itself inspired by the Imagist poem by William Carlos Williams
published in 1921:
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THE GREAT FIGURE
Among the rain
and lights
I saw the figure 5
in gold
on a red
firetruck
moving
tense
unheeded
to gong clangs
siren howls
and wheels rumbling
through the dark city.

2. Charles Demuth The Figure 5 in Gold 1928
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“1955, encaustic and collage on canvas” has been
removed due to copyright.

3. Jasper Johns Figure 5 1955

Johns used a form-cut number stencil for the numeral 5 which strongly
resembled Demuth’s figure 5 glimpsed on the side of a speeding firetruck on a
rainy New York night, only Johns’ number is as silent and still as an inscription
in stone. This lineage would have strongly appealed to the young painter, as
Demuth’s work was one of the earliest and boldest examples in all of American
art of the use of the city’s visual language, what Stuart Davis called ‘the New
York visual dialect’, as a legitimate subject for a painter [Hughes 1991].
Demuth was a close friend of the poet Carlos Williams, and littered
his canvas with typographical fragments of his name, but beyond this, what
attracted him so powerfully to the street graphics of his time was the qualities
then very much in the air among Demuth’s poet friends.
‘Imagism’ in poetry concentrated on the elements of concrete
experience, over and above the intense subjectivity previously emphasised
by poetic Symbolism. As a movement, it emphasised concision and brevity,
the better to achieve sharper poetic focus; a fealty to vernacular speech and
to observable fact; an emphasis on the figures of concrete reality, avoiding
sentiment; rough, irregular rhythms and an avoidance of symmetry, the better
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to render the contours of things as they are [Zach 1978].
Each line in an explicitly Imagist poem like Carlos Williams’ The Red
Wheelbarrow (1923), is a discrete unit of meaning, intended by its isolation to
be clear and unencumbered, without narrative, suspended, as Hughes points
out, like elements in a painting [Hughes 1997].
THE RED WHEELBARROW
so much depends
upon
a red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens.
It’s not difficult to see what would have attracted a young painter with
a cast of mind like Jasper Johns to the image by Demuth, and to the Imagist
poetic tradition it followed, looking as he was for a subject that was already a
given, something ‘the mind already knows,’ as he himself put it [Rosenberg 1966],
but at the same time something so mutable in itself that he could make it say
just what he wanted it to say and no less. The minor American imagist poet
Jack Spicer might as well have been thinking of Johns when he wrote this in
1957, at the very time young Jasper was appropriating Carlos Williams through
Demuth:
I would like to make poems out of real objects... I would like to point
to the real, disclose it, to make a poem that has no sound in it but the
pointing of a finger... The poem is a collage of the real... Things do not
connect, they correspond [Jones 1972].
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Johns’ numerals and targets have ‘no sound in them’ but whatever
they may already possess by pointing them out. The number five does not
connect to a thing, but corresponds to an idea, a sign for an abstract concept.
A painting of the number five is at the same time a depiction of an image out
there in the world, and another instance of it.
In my painting The Figure 5 In Gold (After Charles Demuth) (20022005) [Figure 7], I was quite consciously alluding to this hereditary line from
Carlos Williams’ poem, to Demuth’s painting, to Jasper Johns, and joining it.
Not attempting to capture anything about the original poem and its sense of a
small but dynamic event witnessed in the rain in a dark city, I was principally
intrigued by the difference in temperament between Demuth’s painting
and Johns’ completely static, almost meditative and even funereal Figure 5.
I wondered whether one could pay homage to the history of the image by
blending the static and the dynamic forces across one pictorial surface. I
mimicked Demuth’s recurring ‘shots’ receding (or advancing?) into the picture
space by splitting the surface into two planes, one forward and one back. The
whole surface could be at the same time both the surface of the red firetruck
and the background night scene, with modern streetlamps burning through

Figure 7. Sean Payne The Figure 5 In Gold (After Charles Demuth) 2002-2005, 30 x 26.5 x 3 cm
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the red glare. Instead of repeating the fives at smaller sizes, as Demuth had
done, I split them up, slightly out of register with each other, leaving open the
possibility that they might be different instances of the scene witnessed many
times, like an image from an old poem that recurs through history. For my
number, I could not avoid using that hallowed form from Demuth’s painting
and that Jasper Johns craftily repeated.
It is interesting to speculate that his number 5 might resemble
Demuth’s so closely, because Demuth was so careful to copy the figures then
in use on the side of the vehicles owned by the New York metropolitan fire
brigade. These figures were painted on large numbers of civic vehicles and
were probably standardized, so the origin of the stencil Johns bought and the
numbers glimpsed on that rainy night by William Carlos Williams in 1921
might have been the same.
The fact that Johns’ figure 5 was adapted from a common commercially
available stencil was actually for him the point. ‘That’s what I like about them,’
he explained, ‘that they come that way’ [Rosenberg 1966]. When choosing
an object or a sign, he strives to locate an instance of the thing which has
no particular qualities that locate it anywhere in time or place, but might
correspond in his head to some universal instance of the thing, something that
suggests the ordinary, something ‘preformed, conventional, depersonalized,
factual, exterior’ as he put it [Sylvester 2001].
One of the foundations of my work Letter From India (2002) [Figure
2, page 5] is this use of type as an aesthetic element, out of context and so
apprehended before any consideration of its meaning might take hold, and
also as a way to anchor an image in the social, collective world. I took a section
of an old tea chest, because the stencilled lettering on the side was roughly
attractive and the large serial number was mysterious to me, without any
sense that might hold it down to place and time. To further abstract the type,
I turned the piece upside down, hoping this would further compilicate the
text for the viewer who might then see shape and form first before semantic
sense. This is somewhat different in spirit to Johns’ numbers, since they are
always themselves and never masked, but in a similar way to his, I hoped to use
the presence of signs to connect the image in a tangible way to the world we
construct through a tireless process of reading and interpretation.
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In his series of overlapping numbers, like the print 0 Through 9 (1960),
the individual numerals begin to lose their identity as characters and become a
set of elaborate curves, angles and circles.
In the drawing Book A, p. 16 (c. 1960), which is actually a photograph
from a sketchbook destroyed in a fire at Johns’ house in 1966 [Varnedoe 1996],
the artist sketched out an idea for a work that was elaborated into several
finished drawings, prints and paintings at a later date. What is striking is the
expansion of a simple idea into what is really an articulate statement in itself,
capable of standing alone.
The numbers, carefully sketched over each other with little cross
hatched strokes, are made to blink in and out from the gaps in each other’s
negative space. Arbitrary planes are shaded here and there and recede into the
picture space like a cubist drawing by Picasso or Braque. The numbers are made
out from careful delineated boxes, measuring out proportions, and all over
the rest of the page are the smudged remnants of calculations, measurements
and equations. It is impossible to say whether these are real, whether they ever
measured anything out, or if they are an elaborate gloss on the central conceit
of the image. Because the pages of the lost sketchbook were photographed
and noted, we can see the preceding and succeeding pages, none of which
bear anything like these workings. It is possible that it was intended to stand
as a work on its own, or was a rehearsal for a work, as it represents a complete
statement of his intention. He measures, calculates, and notates to get at the
“1960, charcoal on paper” has been
removed due to copyright.

4. Jasper Johns 0 Through 9 1960
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“photograph of destroyed sketchbook page” has been
removed due to copyright.

5. Jasper Johns Book A, p. 16 c. 1960

essence of the figures he has drawn. What do you measure numbers with if not
other numbers? Which is positive and which negative space? Are these words
or images? Are they tiny, or as big as buildings? Does the sequence run from
zero to nine or the other way round? Is it a sequence at all? We can see what
the critic Harold Rosenberg meant when he called Johns ‘essentially a poet of
computations, like a medieval composer of acrostics, a builder of structures
even when he builds out of mud’ [Rosenberg 1966].
While Johns might be adopting a stance that suggests the imagists of an
earlier time, the image for him is ironical, since unlike the objective image in a
poem which acts like a sheet anchor, fixing the poem to the world of experience
and event, in Johns there is a demonstration of the arbitrary nature of images
in the contemporary world. They are not indicators of the numinous and
the profound, but unfixed, the meanings shifting from instance to instance.
Numbers, flags, targets might be things in the social world, encrusted with
various cultural and other meanings, but they remain essentially unfixed in
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and of themselves, so they can act any way they like in Johns’ new context. The
flag is a loaded cultural symbol, the American flag especially so, but in Johns
it is emptied as a signifier to meaning, it is simply itself, a cipher, an arbitrary
signifier.
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9.
Reading the illegible

For the purposes of this thesis, I will concentrate on the most well-known of
Twombly’s pieces, the so-called ‘blackboard series’ of the late 1960s, and the
untitled collages and drawings contemporary with them, as these are the works
which have had the greatest influence on the work in this exhibition.
A second generation Abstract Expressionist, Twombly was and has
remained a contentious figure. American, but living and working for most of
his life in Italy, he has rarely ever spoken explicitly about his work, relying on
a small number of trusted interpreters and fellow painters to do his talking for
him. For an artist who hit his stride in the 1950s and who has been producing
significant work ever since, the critical literature on Cy Twombly is unusual
in its high degree of hostility and lack of consensus on even the most basic
propositions about its content, quite apart from any argument about its
ultimate value.
Like many of the New York School before him, the young Twombly
mined the then-current notions of the ‘primitive’ to develop his pictorial range,
executing blind drawing experiments and other automatic processes in order
to come close to the rich forcefulness of the African costume, ornaments and
fetishes he encountered in the Pigorini ethnographic museum during a trip
through Rome in 1952-53 [Varnedoe 1994].
In 1952, he wrote:
For myself, the past is the source (for all art is vitally contemporary). I’m
drawn to the primitive, the ritual and fetish elements, to the symmetrical
plastic order (peculiarly basic to both primitive and classic concepts, so
relating the two) [Varnedoe 1994]
This statement is revealing in the equivalence he draws between the past
and present (all artmaking being contemporary) and between the ‘primitive’
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and the ‘classic’. Boundaries, as conventionally conceived, which are an illusion,
since the painter with a tool in his hand stands beside other painters back and
forward through history, for as long as we make (and have made) paintings. We
are all making marks on walls. This attitude, what Varnedoe calls ‘the back and
forth interweaving of contradictory impulses,’ has come to mark Twombly’s
whole stance as an artist [Varnedoe 1994].
From this base, he developed a personal aesthetic based on the formal
expressiveness he had managed to capture in his blind drawings. He developed
these into large all-over canvases of black lines on a white base, alternately
spidery and free, and around 1955, into black and grey ground canvases with
chalk markings, confidently blurring the line between drawing and painting, or
writing and painting.
Twombly’s line in these early pieces is jumpy, angular, nervous,

“oil and crayon on canvas” has been removed due to copyright.

6. Cy Twombly Night Watch 1966
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“oil and crayon on canvas” has been removed due to copyright.

7. Cy Twombly Untitled 1970

obsessive. They are multilayered, distressed and heavy, and reflect his
identification with the graffiti-scarred walls of Europe which he had seen
on his travels and which he saw as ‘model sites of intersection between the
urgency of graphic impulse and the authority of accreted age, the infantile and
the immemorial’ [Varnedoe 1994]. On these surfaces, which Antoni Tápies was
similarly exploring in Spain and Aaron Siskind was photographing in America
at precisely the same time, the ‘automatic writing’ pioneered by Breton and the
Surrealists ceased to be a strictly private parlour game and became an indicator
of a more complex social self.
The white-on-black works of the fifties inevitably recalled chalk marks
on a blackboard, and Twombly would return to this theme with a large series
of works from the mid-sixties that are particularly important in terms of the
development of this thesis, as I will make clear.
The blackboard brings with it the smell of the schoolroom and the
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“oil and crayon on canvas” has been removed due to copyright.

8. Cy Twombly Problem I, II, III 1966

presumption that something is being taught, information imparted, knowledge
bestowed. Twombly subverts this expectation with the character of his marks,
which are mostly swirls of joined lines proceeding from left to right across the
surface of the work like a child’s writing exercise. Sometimes, like in Night
Watch (1966), Problem I, II, III (1966), and like the later collages on paper and

Figure 8. Sean Payne Babel 2004, 86.8 x 59 x 3.5 cm
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canvas, they can be lines, boxes, notations, numbers and partial diagrams that
suggest something is being quantified, measured, nutted out on a scrap piece
of paper. They imitate cognition. Someone is thinking about something out
loud, as it were, for themselves or to show others. And always there are ghosts:
partially visible pentimenti, the residue of earlier attempts, mistakes, erasures,
blind stabs at some solution, struggling up from underneath.
In my work Babel (2004) [Figure 8, page 34], I was attempting to use a
material that came to my notice, namely a pile of used slate roofing tiles, to set
up a simultaneous set of associations very much with Twombly’s ‘blackboard’
works in mind. Slate tiles are both domestic objects and something out of
the earth: metamorphic rock made of compressed clay and shale, something
primeval and out of the ancient past. The word ‘slate’ is also the term used for
old writing surfaces from out of the pre-modern schoolroom, things that were
used by generations to teach the skills of reading and writing. Drawing on
the slate with a white chinagraph pencil also instantly recalled chalk lines on
a blackboard, and it occurred to me that these associations might be made to
speak eloquently about the timelessness of language, both spoken and written,
and the simultaneity of these activities back down the generations to ancient
time.
I thought it might not be best to write alphabetically on the slate, as
roman lettering seemed to limit it to specific languages and times, and I wanted
to say something about all languages and all times. I chose instead a kind of
mark that I hoped would stand for proto-language, what Elkins calls prewriting,
to evoke these associations in a viewer [Elkins 1999b]. I made clusters of
ambiguous marks that may be expressive or may be just functional, in the way
that a series of marks on a cave wall might be simply the product of sharpening
spears or stones rather than marks with a syntactic function. However, some
of the lines which run from the bottom left to the top right of each slate have
cross bars, signalling the merest possibility that they may be signs with semantic
meaning. They form a cross, which I thought to be one of the most simple,
multivalent and yet loaded symbols in all of human civilisation. In a gesture I
intended to be directly antithetical to the marks’ freeflowing, unfixed character,
I ‘wrapped’ the slate tiles in simple white cord, forming a regular white set of
cross-hairs around the objects, echoing the cross image, but in an equal and
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opposite way.
These marks strongly recalled Cy Twombly’s use of unschooled
graphisms, a kind of pseudolanguage: marks that are like writing, but unable to
serve as records of a language. Twombly’s marks are, semiologically speaking,
griffonage, or illegible handwriting; illegible, and not simply indecipherable, as
this is a language that cannot be read. There is here an interesting contradiction
at work: both the desire to escape writing, or pure signification, by picturemaking, and an impulse toward writing, or an inability to leave the impulse
to signification behind. The ‘writing’ on works like Letter of Resignation
(1959/1967) is like the expression of a dying civilisation whose history and
tradition have mouldered, or like the remembrance of an ancient language
whose grammar and syntax have been irretrievably lost. This is what he means
by ‘resignation’; language that has lost its ability to ennoble, that is resigned to
this reality. Elkins is not writing of Twombly, but he might as well be: ‘It is as if
writing had become decrepit but was lingering on, just strong enough to infect
pictures with a faint but persistent sense of meaning’ [Elkins 1999b].
This notion of griffonage as a strategy to allude to writing without the
risk of conveying sense, was the effect I was attempting to achieve in the work

“graphite pencil on paper” has been removed due to
copyright.

9. Cy Twombly Letter of Resignation 1959/1967
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Figure 9. Sean Payne Diagram 2002, 40 x 53 x 7 cm

titled Diagram (2002) [Figure 9], even though I had only the vaguest notion of
Twombly’s work and of how his marks might function at the time. Close in
spirit to his collages, this piece is attempting to convey both that ‘persistent
sense of meaning’ and to hold back on the delivery of it. I devised a fanciful
engineering diagram elaborated from many examples of actual engineering
diagrams I had seen, which could build no object in the real world, behind a
cover of illegible handwriting; contrasting an ideal, purely mental construct
against a handmade, linguistic one. Twombly’s use of diagrams and other
explanatory graphics in Natural History (1974), which contrasts his notations
and hurried scrawls against layers of diagrammatic images and photographs
is similar in intention to my own use of them, which was motivated by their
existence as ideal forms, or purely mental abstractions; of the way mindindependent things in nature actually operate.
I say mental, as these image-schemata correspond to no actual
machine or construction. The diagram in my work uses the concept of the
‘perfect circle’, a common feature of many schematic drawings which can
often be extremely beautiful in their own terms. To my knowledge the perfect
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“collage” has been removed due to copyright.

10. Cy Twombly Natural History 1974

circle exists nowhere in nature, as every material object is made up of atoms,
molecules and subatomic particles, and whatever building blocks of matter we
may yet discover smaller even than that. Absolute circularity is impossible, at
least where matter is concerned, but this abstraction is central to the practice
of architecture, engineering and design. The metaphorical space of the
diagram corresponds to no actual object in nature; we understand that where
a schematic drawing indicates a perfect circle, this means circular form to
within some threshold humans might recognise as a circle. We are embodied
beings, as I have said, and so our perspective is limited to our abilities to
perceive shape and form from a certain perspective, to within the limits of our
senses to perceive it. The field of the diagram is only useful to us insofar as we
recognise that it corresponds to a ‘basic-level’ conception of an object or set
of objects, defined as a gestalt perception of overall shape, size, etc. [Johnson
1987]. Yet, we might not recognise it without special training or substantial
further information about context, and the potential for misunderstanding is
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not limited to lay audiences. The limits of understanding in visual abstractions
can have serious consequences for distorting comprehension, especially in the
sciences and in mathematics [Elkins, 1999b].
I therefore mean, by the use of this fictitious ‘diagram’, to denote
that whole capacity we have to both understand features of our environment
through metaphorical abstractions like image-schemata, and our tendency to be
constrained by an overly literal reliance on them.
The body at work
Many commented, especially in his early career, on the family resemblance
between Twombly’s work and that of his elder Jackson Pollock. If the
resemblance is more than simply membership of the Abstract Expressionist
brotherhood, it is because both painters’ work shares a sense that they are
expressions of the body at work, Pollock working hunched over a canvas tacked
to the floor, spooling out his skeins of housepaint from sticks in arcs measured
by the length of his arm from shoulder to hand; and Twombly at an easel,
in one unbroken exhalation, dragging his oilsticks across grey ground canvas
in semi-articulate swirls, mimicking a child at the blackboard, reaching for
language.
The body of the painter is evident as a trace, as the line in these works
leans consistently left to right, indicating much about the artist who made
them, his posture, which hand he held the crayon in. This is handwriting in
every sense except the semantic.
The issue of legibility in Twombly’s works has been hotly contested.
They are paintings, but they are certainly writing-like, and the temptation
to see them as hidden or obscured text is extremely strong, especially when
the works are viewed in reproduction, which tends to squeeze and reduce
difficulties of decipherability which might be a factor in front of the works
themselves.
The status of the ‘text’ in Twombly’s work was and remains a source
of much ill-feeling among critics, but is an issue for any viewer. How should
the works be read: as classical erudition, the Latin inscriptions which they
frequently wear, or their literary titles taken at their semantic face value, or as
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Roland Barthes suggested and Rosalind Krauss aggressively asserts, that they
are ruins of language, echoes of a lost order, an ironical memory. Krauss gives
an indication of the polarity when she begins an exhibition review with: ‘Who’s
right? So who’s right, do you think?’ [Krauss 1994]. Such combativeness is not
rare in the literature.
Twombly’s work remains contentious because he places it consciously
and deliberately at the threshold between signification and pictorial meaning,
and as such it scratches that nervous spot between the sense we can express
and the sense we can only ‘feel’, what philosopher Martha Nussbaum calls
‘non-linguistic cognitive appraisal’ [Uhlmann 2004]. It further irritates the
ongoing discord between those who emphasize the linguistic and structural in
any understanding of what may constitute thought, and those who insist on
the critical role of the cognitive unconscious. Looking at Twombly, we think
that there must be words, because they look like words and reading words is
what we do. ‘We cannot do but read,’ says Manguel in his history of reading.
‘Reading, almost as much as breathing, is our essential function’ [Manguel 1996].
If Twombly’s work makes people nervous, it’s because it imparts a
powerful lesson, that language and therefore articulable meaning, is fragile and
under threat. Further, it implies that this has always been so.
Tagging
Similar emotions might be responsible for the incomprehension and hostility
provoked by ‘tagging’, now ubiquitous around the Western world. It is
repetitive, apparently mindless and disfiguring of public spaces, and any town
councillor who attempts to ask what it means is invariably howled down and
puts their public office in jeopardy at the next election.
The poorer cousin to the more expansive and elaborate ‘graffiti art’,
tagging is simply a form of graffiti consisting of the author’s pseudonym,
or monogram, or some other abstraction of their name, executed in a fluid,
cursive style with a spray can or magic marker. It is essentially a form of
calligraphy, executed freehand, and often extremely elegant in its own terms. 		
By far the majority are done in a manner that is highly derivative of each other
and of a style of street graphics which emerged in the United States in the early
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11. Photo by Sean Payne Tag, Melbourne

1980s together with rap and hip-hop music. Tags are often so like each other
in execution that to the eye of the train traveller or motorist uninterested or
actively hostile to the existence of the phenomenon, they might have been all
done by the same hand. To the taggers themselves, they represent an instantly
identifiable autograph of the ‘artist’, one which affirms their existence, shows
off their skill, their courage and cunning, and provides an anecdote for their
friends about the difficulty or danger they faced in painting it right under the
noses of police and public transport authorities.
What interests me about tagging in the context of this thesis is the
issue of legibility in a graphic form which functions like an autograph but only
in a highly refined sense. In all autographs (except perhaps those written on
prescriptions by medical doctors), legibility and unreproducibility are central
to their function. It must be able to be read, or at least understood to stand for
the signer’s name, and it must be impossible to reproduce by anyone except
the signer, at least theoretically. It thereby can function as a mark denoting the
physical presence or witness of the signer, and as a mark of authority.
Tags most often do not consist of the signer’s actual name, but an
assumed identity in the form of some word that may have meaning only for the
signer himself. Taggers are also careful to maintain fidelity to a received style,
which amounts to something possessing many of the traits of a tradition. Like
tradition, variations are allowed and even prized but only within a recognisably
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narrow range, and genuine innovation is slow. This would seem to restrict the
tag’s ability to function as a real autograph, as anyone who had mastered the
style would be able to reproduce another’s mark. This would, however, nullify
the tag’s status as a marker of the owner’s presence and therefore bravado. After
all, what would be the point in dangling over the edge of a bridge on a railway
line in order to execute a tag that belonged to someone else?
It is not necessary for the tag to be actually read for it to function as the
tagger intended, at least, not by those unfamiliar with the culture. This is what
most defines a tag from other forms of graphic authority, and even from almost
every other ordinary form of writing. That is, it doesn’t need to be read in order
to fulfil its function. It’s enough that it is there.
This goes to the issue of legibility. Some tags are readable as English,
even though the reader might be ignorant of the word’s significance to the
signer or to the subculture at large. Many tags, however, are completely illegible
as language. The design of the graphic might have some origin in an English
word, but the artist constructs an elaborate gloss on the letterforms, so the
discursive content has been sacrificed and functions as form alone.
This is very close to what Roland Barthes called the ‘surplus’ [Barthes
1985a], by which he meant all the content of a graphic signifier not intrinsic to
its functioning as a sign; all the accidents of gesture, the scratches, dribbles, and
unintended blots that a spray can suspended over the surface of a wall might
produce.
Tagging as it’s practised in the real world gives added layers of meaning
to this term, as tags rarely exist on a surface all by themselves; they are
most often surrounded by other tags so that the whole surface swarms with
them, each mark jostling for space and attention. This occurrence is now so
commonplace, as civic authorities often fight a losing campaign against graffiti
in their wards, that the effect is now ubiquitous in many urban areas all over
the Western world. It amounts to a kind of collective hypergraphia, where the
sufferer is seized by an overwhelming compulsion to write on any and every
available surface, usually a symptom of mania or related to temporal lobe
epilepsy [Medicinenet.com 2004]. This is seen most clearly when the tag artist has
felt compelled to cover a wall or train carriage with the same tag, over and over
again, often even obscuring his own tags in the process.
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Figure 10. Sean Payne Signs 2002, 25 x 34 cm (x3)

This obviously goes way beyond any usual function writing may have
as a sign with a systematic relationship to signified meaning or a grammar,
as legibility is sacrificed for the significance of pure gesture. This is again
reminiscent of Barthes discussing Twombly: ‘Of writing, TW retains the
gesture, not the product.’ By gesture, he means ‘Something like the surplus
of an action... the indeterminate and inexhaustible total of reasons, pulsions,
indolences which surround the action with an atmosphere...’ [Barthes 1985a].
In the work called Signs (2002) [Figure 10], I have utilized this
unstructured and slightly manic tendency of taggers to cover every available
surface with writing to stand for the visual chaos of the city. In opposition to
this are slabs of flat colour, bleeding to the edge of the frame, which I intended
to stand for the controlling impulse of civic authority, an impulse possibly
destined to fail, or one whose power is at best temporary since these sections
have not been rendered in glossy retroreflective paint, but are worn, scratched
and affected by time and the elements. The work suggests that these dialectical
forces of rebellion and the will to control are both eternal features of human
society, since both are subject to the same practical forces of entropy and decay
and will amount simply to features of history. The viewer is invited to see this
either as a positive aspect of the eternal human ‘Will to Creativity’, eternally
in conflict with the destructive impulse to control, or a negative conception of
that conflict, the visual cacophony of the street being squeezed literally out of
the frame by flat colour.
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This work was simply provoked by an image I saw every day for
several years on the drive through the Victorian countryside from my home to
Bendigo. The road is surrounded on both sides with scrubby bush and at times
with a glimpse of farmlands rolling to the horizon. Watching the countryside
pass by, I noticed that the simple graphics of the occasional road sign had an
irresistible pull on the eyes, as of course they are meant to do. It was as if at
times along the journey, the fabric of reality itself had a little section cut out
of it and some other reality was showing through the hole. This effect is even
more marked when one encounters a billboard with a photographic image,
especially one intended to elicit some emotional reaction from passing drivers,
such as road safety campaigns featuring the bloody consequences of driving
while drunk. I was struck by this, and by how simply and capably most people
seemed to accommodate the sudden change in semiological category between
the two apparent modes of reality.
Of course, this effect is seen with much greater magnitude in any
modern city. I began to imagine ways that I might be able to evoke these
sorts of tensions visually, and an answer suggested itself while watching from
a train carriage arriving at Spencer Street Station. Along the railway culverts
and tunnels and the features of the industrial landscape, is a riot of visual
signifiers jostling for the attention of various audiences: signals for traindrivers
and railway workers, spray-painted plumbers and electrician’s marks, graffiti
art, political messages, commercial advertisements both intact in states of
decay, and so on. All have in common that they treat these concrete walls,
paths, sidings, train carriages, fences, station platforms, as a canvas. Some
have purely didactic intent and aim at transparent communication, others are
semiologically loaded, like advertisements relying on a telling interplay and
disparity between sign and signified. It occurred to me that this amounted
to a visual illustration, metaphorically interpreted, for many types of human
impulse from impudent creativity to the will to power. As I have suggested
elsewhere in this text, another important imputation I took from this was the
surprising fragility of the voice in visual signifiers, the fact that by the barest of
margins is communication to an intended audience possible at all. Signs was
the literal result, but several other works in this exhibition were suggested or
strongly informed by the lesson, like J (2002) [Figure 11, page 45].
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Figure 11. Sean Payne J 2002, 18 x 24 cm

David Carson
It was inevitable that this kind of visual street culture would be reflected in the
commercial world of graphic design and fashion, industries with such a stake
in the perception of relevancy to a youth audience. Arguably, the response to
this emerging phenomenon throughout the 1980s and 90s has been one of
absorption and backlash.
As an artist whose ‘first language’ was brief training and practice in
graphic design, this dialogue formed the background to my early formal and
informal education in visual culture, and I have held on to an interest in
commercial art and design ever since, an influence which might be perceived in
the preoccupation with typography and typographic communication evident
both in this text and in the exhibition.
When I first attended college to study graphic design in 1987, the hero
of the moment among my fellow students was British designer and art director
Neville Brody, and there was a great deal of discussion in the classroom of his
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This art work has been removed due to copyright.

12. David Carson Page layout from Trek: David Carson: Recent Werk 2004

overt classicism and emphasis on clarity of communication. There was also a
good deal of imitation of his neo-constructivist and overtly modernist style,
with copies of his magazines ‘The Face’ and ‘Arena’ being highly sought after.
Brody was then seen as the very model of a designer who was consciously
adapting traditional practice to the new aesthetic and practical environment
of computer typography [Friedl, Ott & Stein 1998]. In retrospect, designers like
Brody, emerging after 1980, can be seen as transitional figures, part of an
attempt to resolve the tensions between the functionalism so much a part of
the typographic tradition of Europe, and the technological revolution and new
experimentalism in the air in the 1980s.
Adapting these precedents, but pushing them much further and
unwittingly setting a dominant visual code for the nineties and after,
American designer David Carson has gone out of his way to upset the sense of
accommodation to tradition in the work of Brody and others, with an unafraid
absorption of contemporary trends in street graphics and an utterly radical
attack on functionalist/modernist typography and its underlying assumptions.
This is perhaps because Carson is virtually without any formal education in
design and therefore without any ties to an inherited sense of tradition. Many
aspects of his approach and features of the discussion of his own work have
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This art work has been removed due
to copyright.

13. David Carson Poster 1995

been a significant influence on the work in this exhibition, in particular his
assault on legibility as a precondition to communication.
Through his art direction of magazines such as ‘RayGun’ and varied
freelance work, Carson absorbed and reflected the implications for graphic
design of the typographic disassociation evident in aspects of contemporary
visual culture like tagging and graffiti art.
In designs like the poster advertising a lecture by Carson in Italy in
1995, the semantic content of the advertisement, its whole reason for being,
is subverted through an unprecedented emphasis on the unsayable, emotional
‘feel’ and surprise of the layout, arrived at intuitively by the designer. Looking
carefully, the relevant information is there (name, time, date, address and so
forth) but most important is what is missing, what is unreadable because it
is not said. Namely, that anyone who knows who David Carson is because
they have seen his work would know what was being communicated by this
poster without being told. Anyone who has not seen his work and doesn’t
know who he is wouldn’t be interested in attending a lecture by him anyway.
It provides the minimal information needed for an exclusive audience and
no more. It therefore shares with the urban tagging phenomenon the ability
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to communicate to a specialised audience who are already literate in the code
necessary to read it, but to no one else. It is therefore a message to its intended
audience which at the same time confirms in them the feeling that they are
members of an exclusive group. It communicates by simply Being, rather than
through Meaning.
Carson has been explicit about his intentions, exposing what he
considers to be an unwarranted assumption that unites traditional and
modernist typography. He has made the remark, ‘Don’t mistake legibility for
communication.’ [Carson & Blackwell 1995]. Carson’s work and teaching have
presented a conscious dialectical challenge to this assumption, through his
advocacy of intuition, chance and the chaotic in the design process [Cheuk
1998]. He allows type lines to run into each other, to cross gutters or run upside
down, even on a magazine cover. He layers type and image, prints images
on top of each other if he likes the way it looks, and on at least one occasion
continued an article from inside the magazine across the cover.
If Carson’s statement seems startling, it is because we have largely
left this assumption unexamined through the recent decades of design
practice, reflected by the ubiquity of the Helvetica typeface everywhere from
Tokyo to Buenos Aires and the preference for universal signage in virtually
every civic space, the development of which was underpinned by legibility,
standardization, and uniformity [Crosby/Fletcher/Forbes 1970]. The assumption
that legibility was the same thing as communication has been the dominant
design trope at least since the advent of modern functionalist typography from
about 1910. This assumption only came under serious threat previously with
the experiments of the Dada movement, available to a very small audience
at the time, and during the brief ‘psychedelic’ period of the late sixties. The
distinction to be drawn is that ‘deconstructed’ typography has only now
come to be the distinctive visual identity for an entire era, from the lowliest
anonymous street graphic to the largest of multinational companies.
This aesthetic of illegibility has been one of the most influential visual
innovations of the last twenty years, and it is I think extremely surprising that
‘fine artists’ have been slow in recognizing the potential and significance of its
extraordinary dominance of commercial fashion and design (like the work of
David Carson and others like the Tomato studio), not to mention its ubiquity
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in every urban space across the West and elsewhere.
Possibly we believe it’s a lesson already learnt because it has been with
us so long, from the (then) indecipherable script fragments of ancient Egypt
and the Holy Land discovered in the nineteenth century, to the aesthetic
congestion of early Cubism, through Apollinaire’s ‘Calligrams’ and the
typographic fancies of Dada, to the experimental typography of the sixties
provoked by the first innovations in computer software. Certainly the work of
Twombly and others like Mark Tobey, Adolph Gottlieb and Jean Foutrier, was
a significant exploration of what the consequences for contemporary Western
painting might look like with this in mind.
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10.
Gascoigne’s typographical landscape

The work of Rosalie Gascoigne seems to me to illustrate an extraordinary
complexity in the use of metaphor and to open up the potential for the use
of found materials in a way that is extremely rare. In this chapter I wanted
to examine this use of metaphor, in particular the use of typography, and
to demonstrate how recent discoveries in neurology might inform our
understanding of why her art works on a viewer (particularly an Australian
viewer) in such a powerful way. I also wanted to indicate briefly how these
conclusions had informed and altered the way I thought about my own work.
Discussion of Rosalie Gascoigne’s work frequently foregrounds her
formalism and her promiscuous use of found materials in the service of
an artistic vision that still sits recognisably in the tradition of Australian
landscape art. With a few exceptions, little attention has been paid to the
wider implications of her use of typography to deepen and complicate a
viewer’s understanding both of landscape as a genre, and of our relationship
to the land itself. Gascoigne’s ‘typographical landscapes’ manage to illustrate
and simultaneously comment critically on the tradition in which she sits. Her
pictures imply that European Australians conceive of their altered landscape
in words and through language, and yet the experience of viewing them is so
tactile, it re acquaints us with an experience of land in a way that we may have
forgotten.
Far View, made in 1990, illustrates this paradoxical quality. It is both
abstract and representational, minimal and yet abundant in allusion and
material metaphor, conscious in its adaptation of modernist strategies and
comfortably placeable in the genealogy of modernist abstraction, and yet still a
recognisable image, despite her disavowals of a representational intention.
Like several of her large wall pieces, it is horizontal and made of three
squarish panels fixed together. Also like many of her most familiar works, it
is made from sawn pieces of soft drink crates arranged and glued to sheets
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of plyboard backing. The soft drink crates were rescued from some country
rubbish tip, and cut finely so that the original logo is now illegible, leaving
only glimpses of stripey black type on a weathered grey of raw timber boards.
Horizontal and vertical strips are placed together forming larger and smaller
square units, that form a larger uneven grid across the surface, visually echoing
the edges of the work. The small squares within larger squares and the division
into panels all consciously reinforce the sense of flatness, and yet the small
strips containing black type are placed in such a way as to strongly evoke a
sense of depth, into what would be a receding picture space in a traditional
landscape painting.
The rough grid is so uneven that it upsets any hint of mechanical
regularity. The pieces fit together awkwardly, like a child’s jigsaw puzzle or some
weekend carpenter’s home improvements gone awry. Even though Gascoigne
has cited the structural logic of minimalism and the emphasis on materials
in art informel as the components of contemporary art which first stirred her
interest in pursuing it in a self conscious way, there is no chance of confusing
this for geometrical abstraction in a 1960s vein. Her informal education in art
is perhaps reflected by the quality her work suggests of being a unique synthesis
of several aesthetic traditions. The experimentalism of various Pop, abstract and
minimalist approaches informed her early development and chimed with her
“sawn soft drink crates on wood” has been removed due
to copyright.

14. Rosalie Gascoigne Far View (detail of centre and left panel) 1990
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practice of Ikebana in the 1960s, before James Mollison and Martin Gascoigne
introduced her to Dada and Surrealism in the early seventies [Edwards 1997].
Unlike the hard edge abstraction that she was ingesting in the late 60s,
there is a distinct lack of purity in Gascoigne’s approach to materials. No ideal
forms here. ‘I look for things that have been somewhere, done something,’
she has said [Mollison & Heath 1997]. Her approach is expedient, pragmatic,
and always willing to work with whatever comes to hand, however it comes to
hand, with certain rare exceptions.
Gascoigne frequently disavowed any intention to represent any landscape
in particular, but insisted that she evoked it in some other essential way: ‘If you
start saying well there’s a thing over there and there’s a hill there, well you’ve
lost the essence . . . I always try not to make pictures. I think that’s a cop-out.’
[Feneley 1997]. Yet this is not the whole story. In Far View, in Monaro (1989)
and in many of the pieces made with retro-reflective road signage like Southerly
Buster (1995), there is a clear representational intention, made more explicit for
the viewer by the titles, provided by Gascoigne herself with great precision.
In Far View, for example, the dull grey of the wood across the piece is the
genuine product of weather over time on the raw surface of the material, as the
original drink crate sat, quite probably, in a neglected field somewhere in the
“sawn soft drink crates on wood” has been removed due
to copyright.

15. Rosalie Gascoigne Far View (detail of centre and right panel) 1990
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Canberra landscape. For any Australian viewer, this colour, in the context of the
work, immediately and forcefully evokes land under an overcast sky, drained
of colour in dull sunlight. The illegible black typography cuts through this
uniform grey in clumps, increasingly as the eye travels to the top of the panels,
like trees on rolling hills, where the greater dominance of black against grey
creates the sensation of the surface receding towards what would be the horizon
if this was a landscape painting. The recession is not uniform but irregular,
especially at the base of the left panel (the foreground), and is often arranged
in vertical strips, especially at the base of each panel. These could be the small
vertical strokes of trees in the foreground if this were a landscape view depicted
from a high vantage point, which as Gascoigne’s title suggests, it is.
Southerly Buster (1995) is a late example of the kind of collage made of
retro-reflective road signage that is perhaps her most readily identifiable work.
(Precisely the sort of piece that so impressed me when I first encountered one
in the Art Gallery of New South Wales as a student in 1987). Unlike many of
the earlier works, it is quite irregular in the dispersal of type across the surface
and in the degree of legibility she allows in her cutting and placing of the found
material. Partial words are still legible at the bottom left of the composition,
and the original message ‘SOFT EDGES’ is not difficult to recombine, which
“retro-reflective signs on composition board” has been
removed due to copyright.

16. Rosalie Gascoigne Southerly Buster 1995
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is exceptional in this group of works (see Hung Fire 1995, and Skylight 1993),
where she carefully submerges the original message to more clearly exploit the
graphical qualities of the type over its semantic content.
It is unusual too in that Gascoigne has chosen to feature the kinds of
‘flaws’ in the road signs which might have caused her to reject this material in
earlier times, as the cracked and peeling paint and spray-can smudges might
have upset the uniformity of the surface and lent it an undesirable depth
or anecdotal quality. She has described how, in times when materials didn’t
come readily to hand, she was forced to look to her own stock pile of scrap
for inspiration, including material she might already have rejected. ‘There is
a virtue in scarcity’ she once said, sounding like a thrifty housewife. ‘Scarcity
leads to saying more with less and a higher acceptance of faults. Rejects are a
challenge’ [Mollison & Heath 1997]. This suggests that it was in looking again at
materials she might have rejected in more plentiful times, that she was able to
see through to potential metaphor.
The flaws in the material are the key to the work, the energising
principal. In the magical internal rhyme of misty spray-can grey at the top
right of the piece with the pale grey of the peeling primer in the centre, she
convincingly evokes a break in the brilliant yellow of the sun, as a cloudburst,
signalling the sudden cool change of the title, rolls in from the south. It is an
image of spring on the Monaro plains, which is Gascoigne’s country just as
assuredly as the Wimmera belonged to Sidney Nolan.
Gascoigne’s work derives its peculiar forcefulness from the power of
metaphor. The materials are never simply themselves, but have a dualistic
function. Certainly, she shows great care in the selection, cutting and
arrangement of the found materials, and her pictures frequently serve perfectly
well as abstract compositions in their own terms, but she is centrally interested
in whatever power they may possess as signifiers of a very special type. They
reinstantiate memory.
In interviews, Gascoigne would be regularly called a bower bird, or a
hoarder, as if her aesthetic could be summed up for a general audience by
comparing her to the mad uncle who collects newspapers until they reach
the ceiling, which in a sense was a particularly appropriate way to frame
her activity, in terms of the rhythms of domestic life. This was the way she
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described her tentative beginnings in art too, as a woman left to her own
devices with a raging compulsion to express herself [Feneley 1997]. She picked
up and used the detritus of domestic life precisely because they were objects
already loaded with allusive potential for the audience she wanted to speak to.
Like a photographer, she was a collector and a manipulator of found potential.
This strongly reflected her early enthusiasm for surrealism, as Sontag has
commented, ‘the taste for quotations (and the juxtaposition of incongruous
quotations) is a Surrealist taste’ [Sontag 1979].
As Sontag has also pointed out, the photographer’s motivation is also
that of the collector [Sontag 1979], and like a collector, the photographer puts his
trust in investing worthless things with value, thereby imposing a systematizing
ambition on a world of chaotic fragments. Like a photographer, Gascoigne was
engaged in a process of salvage and transformation, taking worthless things and
manipulating them to bring out their most hidden associative qualities.
A similar process is going on in Anecdote (2005) [Figure 5, page 19],
an image which depends on the allusive properties of found materials for its
impact. This picture looks somewhat back to works that I produced in the
early 90s, which attempted to use the juxtaposition of found photographs with
rough, aged materials in order to explore ways that unrelated images might
be made to allude to narrative without ever having to spell out details of a
particular story. The intention here is not to furnish a narrative, but simply to
give the impression that a story may be told with these bits of evidence, but the
names, the people and places are long gone, like a box of family photographs
one might find in an antique shop.
It is obviously a story of conflict, judging by the torn image of running
figures across the top of the work. Weathered fragments of text can be seen,
a sign of an X which may be a sign of positive presence or it might be a sign
of absence or negation. We see nail holes, which might also be bullet holes
running down planks, which might be fence palings or the outside of a house,
and images are embedded in the surface like the memories a family home
cannot cast off. A formal cameo photograph of a woman looks out from a
knot-hole carved out of the wood, the hole mimicking the circular frame of a
nineteenth century portrait. A white circle hovers, with the split in the boards
running through it, like clouds scudding across the moon on a bright night.
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And white marks across the surface, which might be a child’s scribble on the
side of a weatherboard house, or possibly barbed wire across a battlefield. By
this small example of nonlinear reading, a narrrative can be easily construed or
elaborated by the viewer, who might respond all the more urgently to the work
when they are compelled to fill in blanks for themselves.
Gascoigne’s work is far less specific, reflecting her preference for materials
over objects that might carry specific allusions or place the work too literally
in time, at least this is increasingly the case after her earliest works which made
use of dolls, enamelware and parrots from Arnott’s biscuit boxes.
In interviews and public statements, Rosalie Gascoigne rarely
commented on the nature of representation as such, or engaged with the
theoretical complexities her work might have provoked, but was preoccupied
with re-evoking direct lived experience. She concentrated rather on the
phenomenology of vision and of memory, what she often called ‘the pleasures
of the eye’ [Feneley 1997].
The effect of the sensuous, tactile surfaces in her work, which more
than anything unites the careful choice of materials over her whole oeuvre, is
to re-embody for the viewer the experience of the landscape itself, its vision
and its memory, and of life lived by cultural beings within it. The attraction of
retro-reflective signage is not just that it happened to be handy and it happened
to be the right colour, but that it was brilliant in such a unique way. Placed in
the right context, it could powerfully evoke the light of the Australian sun in a
particular context in a way that oil on canvas possibly could not.
This may indicate one reason why Gascoigne’s work (or an artist like
Antoni Tápies in a following chapter, or like myself who utilize texture as a
major component of the work) so convincingly engages the senses in a way a
reproduction could never achieve. Developments in neurology are beginning
to suggest that even standing in the presence of a work of art (or anything else
for that matter) that has a peculiarly rough surface, is enough for the brain to
engage with the thing just as if we were running our fingers over the object
ourselves.
In a recent study by Christian Keysers and a team from the University
of Groningen [Phillips 2004], merely watching video of someone being touched
was enough to generate the same brain activity that occurred when the subjects
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themselves were physically touched. Furthermore, seeing objects collide
generated the same activity.
The sensory area of the brain, the secondary somatosensory cortex,
previously thought only to respond to touch was also strongly engaged by the
sight of others being touched. In other words, the brain transforms what we
see into what we would feel in the same situation. Even more strangely, merely
seeing objects collide generated the same response. Other recent studies seem to
confirm that the brain ‘not only generates a visual sense of what we see, but also
activates other sensory components to give us a complete “sense” or feeling for
what we are observing’ [Phillips 2004].
It is possible therefore, that when we stand before a Rosalie Gascoigne,
like Far View, at least a good part of our bodies’ response to the object (not
just an image an of object) is unconscious and highly responsive to tactile
surfaces. So much so, that our response as our eyes move over the surface of
that fractured, dry, brittle timber is as immediate, as immanent, as if we were
running our fingers over it ourselves. No wonder then, that the extraordinarily
vivid eidetic impression Gascoigne’s work leaves on any viewer who has ever
stood on the Monaro plains near Canberra, or for that matter is familiar with
the inland Australian landscape in summertime, is so strong. The work does
nothing less than re-instantiate an experience.
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11.
Automatism and the reconciliation of opposites

Something which unites all the artists discussed here and that have been
foremost in my mind during the resolution of this exhibition is the use
of automatism as a working method. By automatism I mean aesthetically
expressive actions conducted without conscious control of the outcome.
‘Automatic’ actions can take place without their agents being conscious, or not
fully conscious, of what they are doing [Danto 1999]. There are many methods
of achieving this, not all of them involving rituals or mind altering drugs. I
would include as automatic all those working processes that might include
the exploitation of chance, accident, coincidence, and of actions performed
without rehearsal or deliberate calculation. As a method, they have in common
a desire to trip up the practised actions of the painter or writer, the better to
avoid slickness or calculation, to provoke new images and forms the artist may
not have been able to conjure deliberately.
The human figure is probably the most common image to appear
during automatic painting or drawing, and I strongly suspect there is a
physiological explanation for this, lying in the tendency to form human
figures as a ‘hard wired’ preconscious function of the brain. After all, there is
a precedent in the discovery of a section of the brain devoted chiefly to the
recognition of faces [McNeill 1998].
Following this, I suspect the second most common ‘automatic’ figure
is the cross or the X, and then possibly identifiable letters and sequences of
numbers. This fascinates me, and I have been struck by the sheer variety of
crosses and exes that proliferate in everyday life, and with the multiplicity
of meanings they are intended to convey. They appear both illustrated and
interpreted in new contexts in the work of this exhibition, and I attempt to
analyse their use in the work of Antoni Tápies and in another contemporary
artist Terri Brooks, who also both make extensive use of automatic processes.
Automatism as an idea is a hangover from the practice central to
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Spiritualism, that obsession of the Victorian middle classes, where a medium
or channel was thought to convey messages to the living from the land of the
dead while in a state of altered consciousness. It was linked to mesmerism,
an induced trance-like state which had first been demonstrated in the late
eighteenth century, but threw off its supernatural trappings and gained
scientific respectability as ‘hypnosis’ during the century and was taken up as a
diagnostic and anaesthetic tool. It was adapted by Freud, who was a compelling
influence on Andre Breton and Philipe Soupault when they first attempted to
produce literary texts in a semi-conscious state, beginning in 1919.
The use of automatic writing as a method was described by Baldwin in
1901, reflecting a more materialist conception of the mind which had occurred
over the preceding decades:
a pencil placed in the hands of the automatist will begin to write
apparently of its own accord; the automatic character of the result being
indicated by the fact that the writing proceeds the more successfully the
more the subject is distracted from the action . . . and frequently too by
the content and character of the writing [Baldwin 1901].
Breton and the surrealists, deeply influenced by their interpretation of
Freud, believed the method they called ‘psychic automatism’ would reveal the
contents and underlying structures of the unconscious, ‘escaping the constraints
on supervised thought’ [Breton 1993]. It’s usefulness lies in its apparent ability
to conjure a destination that was unknown when the traveller first embarked.
To Breton, this feature of the method vindicated its worth as science, though
the origins of the method lay not in scientific enquiry or in Freud’s experiments
with word association or hypnotism, but with the seance, where automatic
writings were executed in order to communicate with psychical entities thought
to exist on the ‘other side’ of the physical world. The interest these writings
held for their audience was not literary, but lay in whatever message they were
thought to deliver from the spirit world. Needless to say, the association would
have pained the dogmatically materialist Breton, but the association lives on
in the pseudoscientific language often employed by the surrealists in their
conception of the Unconscious.
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For them, automatism had been transformed from a portal to the
supernatural into a tool capable of revealing the hidden structures of thought
through dreams, chance, coincidence and memory, in the pursuit of what
Hughes called ‘unlegislated truth’ [Hughes 1991]. In the first Surrealist Manifesto
(1924), Breton defined his movement as:
pure psychic automatism by which one intends to express verbally, in
writing or by other method, the real functioning of the mind. Dictation
by thought, in the absence of any control exercised by reason, and
beyond any aesthetic or moral preoccupation [Breton 1972]
Automatism, as practised with a literary or artistic intent, could give
the artist access not simply to the unconscious, but to that other world with
which the mind has lost contact, that appears to us in dreams and ‘speaks’ to
us, revealing the
. . . subconscious personality, which has become dissociated from the
main conscious stream of thought, a secondary personality split off from
the main personality, and accessible only by psychological means like
hypnotism or automatic writing, which reveals as ‘out of gear’ the usual
co-ordinating relationships of the highest cerebral centre [Baldwin 1901].
While I would argue that the idea that automatism gives us access to a
spirit world, or to a ‘subconscious personality’ as Breton would have conceived
of it, is mistaken, I know from my own practice that automatic methods are
extraordinarily useful in revealing new forms in one’s own work, whether by
the conscious interpretation of accident, or the use of random combinations
of unrelated elements, or by deliberately creating the conditions likely to
produce uncontrolled or only partially controlled processes. Tápies elevates
these automatic processes to an aesthetic system, which is exactly what Robert
Motherwell identified as the ‘original creative principal,’ or the answer to the
problem of the crisis of painting [Danto 1999].
In the painting called The Perfect Circle (2005) [Figure 1, page 3] I have
used a rough H figure, made without aesthetic intent by someone unknown, as
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the generating form for the rest of the work. Here I have attempted to contrast
hard, objective, machine made data from a computer with contingent and
accidental forms like the ‘H’ I found on the side of an old broken tea chest
where someone had attempted to patch a hole, and with marks I glimpsed on
the surface of a road under construction. That H seemed like a rather dynamic
thing to me, and so I reproduced it exactly on the surface of this work, in
proportion and to the same scale. This is of course, not automatic in the formal
sense, but in the sense of making use of fortuitous chance, since automatic
processes can take place where the agent is unaware or not fully aware of them.
In this example, it was important that the anonymous maker of the figure had
done so with no aesthetic intent, its form described by whatever rough job it
was designed to do. My reproducing it exactly on another surface is akin to the
deliberate conscious consideration and use of data collected by an automatic
method.
What automatic methods actually reveal is the fragility of imageschemata. By repressing consciousness (which is what automatic processes
actually involve, since bypassing consciousness altogether is a fantasy), we
disrupt the usual systematic nature of those habits of unconscious thought that
form all our basic level conceptions of space, time, motion, relationship, and so
on. This can produce disorientation, dissociation, dyslexia, which can look like
spontaneous creation when passed through the filter of conscious reflection and
consideration to produce new forms.
As Robert Motherwell observed, the same method of exploration was
capable of turning up extraordinarily different responses in different people, as
each person’s influences, memories, experiences and motivations are uniquely
theirs. The result ‘differs for everyone, to the exact degree that each person
differs from another’ [Danto 1999]. Motherwell cited as proof the diversity of the
work by those artists who utilized automatic method.
One of the most radical exponents of automatic method is Antoni
Tápies, and I have many times looked to him to get me out of some formal culde-sac I had travelled down in my work.
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Antoni Tápies
Since first becoming aware of Antoni Tápies after seeing his work in a television
documentary when I was a student ten or more years ago, I have been
fascinated by his ability to provoke the question of what the viewer considers is
and isn’t art, by his characteristic use of materials and his embrace of automatic
methods. One result of this approach is that the work is always teetering on the
brink of collapse, both in formal terms and sometimes even literally. It is a great
paradox that it is only by the most rigorous application of his aesthetic instincts
to the work, which was produced apparently without the slightest consideration
of the final result, that it manages to survive the creative process at all.
He will apply paint with sticks, trowels, sieves and brooms, anything
it seems, apart from a conventional brush, the better to circumvent any risk
that he might apply it with an undesirable facility or skill. The paint is very
often mixed with sand, marble dust, dirt, emulsions of all kinds, and the
“mixed media on canvas” has been removed due to copyright.

17. Antoni Tápies Large Grey With Black Brush Strokes 1961
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supports can be canvas, burlap, plastic, newspaper, cardboard boxes, plyboard,
blackboards, doors, tables, in fact anything that takes his fancy, extremely
anxious as he is that the viewer should never settle into a complacent position
about the object’s status as art.
Tápies’ subject matter often reiterates an object’s physical presence
in a work, as when a foot is roughly drawn beside an actual footprint in the
same picture. Many times, looking over the catalogues, one is struck by the
repetition of a few fragments of imagery in work after work during the same
year, like a sequence of numbers, crosses, or handprints, as if this most prolific
of artists is stuttering the same obsessive bits of visual incident over and over as
if in a trance. Which in a sense is exactly what he is doing.
It is no wonder that he ascribes a deeply romantic, almost mystical
interpretation to the images that pour from his subconscious in this way.
Tápies’ artistic development was profoundly shaped by surrealism, and in
“mixed media on canvas” has been removed due
to copyright.

18. Antoni Tapies Painting No. XXVIII 1955
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“mixed media on canvas” has
been removed due to copyright.

19. Antoni Tapies Two Black Crosses 1973

common with them, by visionaries like Rimbaud, Baudelaire and Lautremont.
He has a declared fascination with magic, even authoring a book on the
magician Frègoli [Catoir 1991]. His intellectual outlook has been influenced
profoundly by the Spanish Catholicism of his childhood and particularly by its
mystics like St John of the Cross and by Ramon Llull (1232-c.1315), a Catalan
theologian and philosopher, and his fantastically elaborate numerology and
sign-systems [Catoir 1991]. Also by Taoism, Taoist art and the I Ching, the Tarot,
indeed many areas of esoteric enquiry.
In conversation, Tápies often skirts around the subject when asked
directly about the meaning of his signs. This preference for inscrutability is
surely not a coincidence after a public career in Spain under the twin tyrannies
of General Franco and the Spanish Catholic Church. He has both spent time
in prison due to political activities and had early exhibitions investigated for
heresy by authorities of the Church.
Tápies’ strategy of combination reflects his feeling for the mystical in
the everyday, illustrating the view that the numinous reveals itself in simple
commonplace things, ‘in raw nature rather than in the precious objects
created by the exercise of human skills’ [Catoir 1991]. He combines illegible
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“colour lithograph” has been removed due to
copyright.

20. Antoni Tápies Liberty 1988

scripts, indistinct forms, soft glazes and washes of paint, ink or varnish; and
real objects, either painted or otherwise signified in a representational way,
or impressed into the surface of a painting, or sometimes literally combined
with the image by attaching the object to the canvas support. ‘His “poor” art
constitutes a defence of valueless things in a world of material abundance.’
[Catoir 1991].
He takes a very similar approach to the figure, which is never very far
away in his imagery. Bodies are everywhere, especially since the 1980s: hairy,
dirty, fornicating, real, funky bodies, constantly at the point of becoming
something else, as when a foot grows into a cross. Always fragmentary, it
appears cut off from its physical context, literally dis-integrated, never itself
but broken into pieces: fingerprints, handprints, footprints, legs, arms; and
objects taking the place of figures as metonymic devices, like doors or ladders.
The body for him is inelegant and unidealized, connecting it to the other
signifiers in his work, all the other scrap bits of stuff that float in and out of his
and our environment, the chairs, tables, spoons, boxes, beds, wire, cardboard
and straw. ‘They’re not heroic subject matter,’ he has said, ‘and that amuses
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me . . . I feel that these pictures communicate a sort of fundamental human
solidarity’ [Wye 1992]. A position that connects his use of ‘povera’ subject
matter with a common, domestic, proletarian reality, an approach which is also
fundamentally political.
He anchors the chaos that often threatens to swamp his surfaces by
utilizing an elaborate vocabulary of signs, figures and ciphers of all kinds
which fulfil both a formal function and refer the work back to the world of
signification where we all live. These signs create a visual convergence or focal
point for the eye in contrast to the disordered flow of the rest of the work,
a strategy at work in the lithograph Liberty (1988). They can also contrast
something formal and syntactic with the disorder of distressed materials and
objects. They interestingly mimic a common feature of medical illustrations,
where a cross or arrow indicates a point of interest to its specialized audience.
This iconography has been influential with many artists, including Francis
Bacon, whose fragmentary letters, arrows, circles and crosses were directly
inspired by their use in medical text books [Sylvester 1987].
Bacon’s work first alerted me to this way of anchoring a work, and
Tápies showed me a way I could resolve the tension between the potential
solipsism which is always a danger in automatic methods, and the objective
world the artist and the viewer share. This can be seen in Babel (2002) [Figure
8, page 34], in which the white string used to tie the slate tiles works as both
an echo of the indistinct crosses and lines on the tiles themselves and a
deliberate and regular contrast to them. In using this device, I had a particular
reproduction of a Tápies work in mind, String Crossing on Wood (1960), where
the string tying the wooden panel functions as a cross, both a real thing and
figurative device; and also a work by Man Ray, The Enigma of Isidore Ducasse
(1920), which is a sewing machine wrapped in a blanket and tied up with
string. In this work, which I’ve only ever seen in a photograph by Man Ray
himself, the string is an aesthetic device and a practical one all at the same time,
as it pictorially defines the object within it.
In this Tápies work, the string is a cross, one of his most familiar and
yet most complex and multivalent pictorial devices. He himself sees all kinds
of crosses and exes or any symbol made of opposite lines or planes as basically
equivalent and characterizes all graphics in this family as representing ‘the
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“paint and assemblage on wood” has been removed due to copyright.

21. Antoni Tapies String Crossing on Wood 1960

intersections of contrary forces’ [Tápies 1995b]. This conception of the cross as
symbolizing the meeting of contraries has been enormously influential on me
and often motivates my use of it, especially as it might be thought to stand
for the meeting of subjective and objective, self and other, my mind and other
minds. I often use it when my intention is to unite mutually contradictory
forces within an image or an idea. This is implicit in the sign itself, as when it is
used to signify the witness of an illiterate person; it functions as a sign denoting
presence, but also the absence of a capacity, that is, to write one’s own name. It
can also be a sign commanding attention, or it can signify the co-ordinates of
space, an image of something unknown, as the boundary of territory, as a way
of positively indicating objects, parts of the body, persons or sacred places, as a
remembrance of death (and particularly the death of Christ), the expression of
a paradoxical concept, of an unknown quantity, as in mathematics, as the mark
of the illiterate, signifying their presence, and as a sign of negation, as when
timber workers mark trees to be cut down with an X.
It is the metaphysical interpretation of the symbol, Tápies insists, that
best leads to the model of the world it represents and from which all these
other partial approximations can be deduced and organized [Tápies 1995b].
Further, he sees the communicative significance of these signs and
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symbols as continuous with the artistic traditions of other cultures, potentially
able to evoke the most essential and profound aspects of experience, no matter
how abstract; amounting, in fact, to ‘a fundamental symbolic representation of
the world’ [Tápies 1995b].
He does not see his graphic language as belonging peculiarly to him
alone, but rather as a universal democratic grammar that he both reproduces
and participates in when setting down to work, a sense that imbues his use of
this graphic language with political significance, since it could be seen as all of
a piece with his universalizing humanist vision. It stands for the illustration and
the resolution of contradiction, of dialectical argument, and of all opposing
forces.
Tápies sees his use of universalizing symbols like the cross and the X as
continuous with their use in other twentieth century art, and cites precedents
in cubism, in Mondrian, the Russian Suprematists, in Dada and Surrealism,
and in Joan Miró. Of course the Christian iconograph is the most apposite
precedent for a citizen of Catholic Spain and Catalonia, and the most familiar
and enduring use of the image in the Western visual tradition. He insists
“assemblage” has been removed due to copyright.

22. Antoni Tapies Metal Shutter and Violin 1956
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however, that the cross should be seen as a universal symbol of great evocative
power and psychic impact whose reference extends beyond the crucifixion,
since the Christ story has many mythological parallels in other cultures [Tápies
1995b]. The cross is a symbol of Universal Man, since the origins of the symbol
lie in the mystic tradition with the image of Christ on the Cross, at the axis
between heaven and earth, a symbol of communion between the two spheres.
This is an ancient image, Tápies insists, going back to the symbol of the “cosmic
tree” or the tree of life, the tree of wisdom, whose roots penetrate the earth into
hell, and whose branches touch the sky [Tápies 1995b].
The X has another ancestor of particular interest to him. It is a kind
of pictogram, though one depicting an essentially abstract idea. To give it its
proper name, t’ai-chi t’u, the yin-yang symbol is over-familiar in the West. It
does, however, represent a concept central to Taoism, one of the major currents
in Chinese thought. Yin and yang are two opposing forces, that by their
interaction, animate and govern the created world. The yin-yang symbol is an
illustration of the complete sympathetic interaction of these two fundamental
properties. Yang energy, the active, constructive, warm force rotates in eternal
balance with yin energy, the receptive, soft, cold force [Cheng 1994]. This
conception of the balance of opposites can be applied to an infinite variety
of forms, from cosmology to individual people, and is commonly used in the

23. Photo by Sean Payne Traffic Lights - X
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Chinese tradition to describe and formulate the art of painting.
Tápies sees the cross and the X symbol as synonymous with his own
identity [Tápies 1995b]. In many different contexts, he uses his initials A-T as
indicators of self-reference. Often, the X is indistinguishable from the letter T
leaning on its side. His work includes others, like the imprint of his own hand,
or a smear of his own finger tips, but the initials are the most abiding image of
self in his work. He is therefore taking his place in the work as both the author
and the conduit for ancient tradition which, he maintains, we all embody and
perpetuate.
I came across a poignant and amusing (and postmodern) example of
the use of the symbol by accident on an internet dating site. An anonymous
young woman had placed an ad listing her attributes. The site required a
recent photograph, so she has apparently downloaded a picture of herself in
happier times with presumably, the old boyfriend she was trying to shrug
off. There he is, still in the picture, but she has erased his significance, if not
exactly his presence, by carving a large X across his face, the ultimate symbol of
photographic negation. She might even have been aware of the neat pun: “my
ex.”
The X is a common form in other works of mine. In the Letter from
India (2002) [Figure 2, page 5], the small ‘photograph’ in the centre of the
assemblage, which is actually a painting on a small canvas board, is attached
to the surface of the work with string forming a cross in a similar way to
Babel, discussed earlier. Again, as in Tápies, the solid lines of the cross form a

24. Photo by Sean Payne Tree to be cut down, Sunbury
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Figure 12. Sean Payne XX 2002, 30 x 20 cm

recognizeable signifier that anchors the work visually, acting like a punctuation
mark in a sentence. It is intended to convey several associations simultaneously.
Firstly, it is like the wrapping of a parcel (the parcel being the small canvas
board) and so intended to evoke a sensation of a letter or perhaps a gift sent
from far away, as the lettering on the tea chest indicates. We recognize the
object as a tea chest, and know that it is used to transport goods from foreign
countries, so it automatically conveys a sense of protectiveness, if a fragile
protectiveness. The image is a painting of an MRI scan of someone’s brain
and skull, with a white border, done in such a way as to resemble a family
snapshot or a portrait, which in a sense it is. The wrapping of the little package
is intended then to echo the fragility of the human body as a shell containing
a consciousness, someone with history, with memories, and convey a moving
sense of that fragility as the body travels through the objective world.
I am intrigued by vernacular uses of the symbol as we might come
across it every day. I have been struck with the sheer number of the instances
of crosses and exes that proliferate in everyday life, and with the multiplicity of
the possible meanings they attempt to convey. In the photograph XX (2003)
[Figure 12], they appear as markers on a homemade signpost at the verge of a
country driveway. A steel semicircular pole has been driven into the ground to
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25. Terri Brooks Ochre Patches 1997

form a signpost, stopping approaching drivers from falling into the ditch when
light is bad. The pole has darkened with rust and age, and as there are no street
lights on the road, the owners have marked two prominent exes on the pole in
white paint, which has also continued to darken with age and time. I am often
struck with the particularities of the markings done by people with a purely
communicative intention, and apparently no consciousness of the aesthetic
implications of what they are doing. When, for example, they make markings
without decoration; the very simplicity of the gesture apparently concomitant
with the seriousness of their purpose. Similarly with the X in the photograph
showing diseased trees marked for destruction by council workers.
Terri Brooks
One contemporary artist working directly with the contents of her
subconscious arrived at by use of automatic methods is Terri Brooks. Brooks is
a Melbourne artist working with an aesthetic palette informed by Tachisme and
by the ongoing practice of abstract painting which owes its parentage to the
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26. Terri Brooks White With Diagonal Cross 2004

abstract expressionists, from artists like Cy Twombly, Tápies, and Hernandez
Pijuan. She puts these tools to work in paintings that aspire to an evocation of
time passing and of the residue of human energy as they might be reflected in
the surfaces that people live with, use and discard.
Her methods often involve automatic processes, her surfaces energised
by scribbles, drips, smears, crosses, illegible writing, freely drawn shapes and
blocks of hurriedly applied colour. The surfaces are often built up layer upon
layer of rough tone and texture, thinly applied so that each life shows through
the last one until the image resolves. Her iconography is intuitively arrived at
but seen by her as informed by childhood experience. One catalogue records
that her grandfather, a part time house painter, allowed her to clean his brushes
against a corrugated iron wall of a backyard shed, entrancing the child with
the thin drips and dribbles of paint against rusted iron in the sunlight [Lloyd
& Brophy 2003]. Such a memory can be extremely suggestive to a child, all the
more vividly recalled when the child becomes a painter who uses methods
designed to provoke preconscious memories and associations.
She makes extensive use of photography as source material for her
images but rarely in a literal way, preferring to use the camera as a mnemonic
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device in combination with detailed notes and sketches. Recently she has,
however, begun to exhibit and publish photographs as independent objects
with their own aesthetic claims [Lloyd & Brophy 2003]. In recent works, it seems
that the painting and the photography have shaken off their bonds and begun
to exist as distinct but still mutually informative practices. In paintings like
Components (2002) the deep kinship with action painting is clearly visible,
where the canvas is a space for improvisation designed not to unlock some
personal revelation of a psychoanalytic character, but to evoke a generalised
memory of a real human space; collectively, not subjectively owned. The kind
of space remembered through photographs made wandering in city lanes.
The same is true of Black Graphis (2003), where concentric squares mark out
corridors or streets where a hesitant black line wanders like the protagonist in a
video game. The painting traces time as the line moves around the constrained
space, a searcher after the consolation of language, resolving at one end in
a mess of indecipherable graphism, and at the other in a series of pseudoJapanese characters. The painting recedes in time and space, back into the
history of its own making, with previous layers of work still visible through
successive layers.
Earlier paintings and collages, like Ochre Patches (1997), made reference
to Australian landscape spaces, informed by research trips into Victoria’s Little
Desert and Wimmera regions and filled with the colour of sand, of weathered
timber fences, exhausted corrugated iron, rusted barbed wire and human

27. Terri Brooks Black Graphis 2003
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rubbish. More recent work has become spatially more ambiguous, less literal
and a great deal more subjective and allusive. These are more likely urban
spaces, evoking the smears and scratches, the wear and fatigue, the scrawls and
graffiti of the back lane way and the city street.
Taken together, Brooks’ work can be seen as the conscientious
application of automatic and other methods designed to evoke the abstract
qualities of specific places and times. The recent work is distinct only in that
it shows an even more determined ceding of control over the surface in the
interests of an even more powerful evocation of place. Just as much as Rosalie
Gascoigne, an artist to whom she has little apparent kinship, she seeks to
reinstantiate an experience for the viewer, grounded in a generalised but still
highly specific Australian space under the remorseless assault of the elements on
anything under its blazing sunlight.
Years of informal study of Tápies’ painting and sculpture have made
the studio a different place for me, with the exploitation of chance and even
the deliberate cultivation of accidental effects, becoming a very important part
of my working method. Keeping Tápies in mind in the studio and even while
wielding the camera, has helped me make a conscious effort to free up my
painting, ceding control, resisting the temptation to over resolve everything.
In photographs, it has educated my eye and made me awake to subjects that
belong to his visual vocabulary, but also to seek out subjects with his lessons
in mind, with that particular tension between apparent disorder and a focal
point that ‘nails’ the image down, giving it depth, not just an interesting
surface. GA26 (2005) [Figure 13, page 75] is an image I could not have made
without Tápies’ example in mind. Not only because it picks up one of his most
common visual devices, the large X, but also because it is an example of a
phenomenon occurring accidentally which he explores with conscious aesthetic
intent. Large sections of flat colour and incidental textures are locked down by
visual signifiers whose function is unclear or indecipherable. The side panels in
the image are long thin steel frames supporting the concrete core of the pole,
which are now rusted with age. I digitally elaborated them to the edges of the
frame, turning the structure into a surface, a self-contained environment, rather
than simply an object to be photographed. In the absence of a horizon or any
other detail to put it into anecdotal context, the image shifts category and
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Figure 13. Sean Payne GA26 2004, 22 x 30.5 cm

becomes a made thing rather than a found thing. It then functions as an image
closely related to the paintings in the exhibition, which was what I intended the
photographs to do; anchoring the paintings in the world we inhabit collectively,
rather than a world I have simply brought into being. In other words, an image
indicative of shared subjectivities, rather than the product of a self-contained
consciousness. Interestingly, the level of digital mainipulation which the
photograph has undergone also brings it closer in spirit to painting, something
else which ties it to the hand media of drawing and painting.
Both Terri Brooks and Tápies have indicated to me how an artist
can build a visual vocabulary by practicing methods which are designed to
bring these images out spontaneously, without conscious over-calculation or
mannerism. Robert Motherwell accurately pointed out that automatism could
be a device for enabling an artist to be truly authentic to themselves and at the
same time modern [Danto 1999]; since the products of chance, however brought
about, are always occurring in the present.
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12.
A world in a grain of sand

In first coming to the realisation that the subject I was looking for was actually
all around me, and beginning to photograph what I saw, Aaron Siskind
seemed to me an obvious progenitor. I knew his work well from my studies in
photography. His emphasis on language in all its forms, and his obsession with
marks made by hands as a kind of anonymous and universal expression of the
human need to speak, to convey meaning, and therefore to assert selfhood,
were all prominent in my memory as I began to photograph with a conscious
intention towards the completion of this project. Therefore, I avoided actually
researching his work in detail until quite late in the day. I wanted to avoid the
danger of any kind of unconscious plagiarism or too obvious tailoring to a
preconceived idea, especially if the images in my head were not my own.
What became evident on examining his work again, was how his and
my approaches arose from different places, with different problems in mind,
but arrived at often similar conclusions. The differences and similarities seem to
me to be important and worth investigating in order to place my photographic
work into perspective.
Until Alfred Stieglitz’s Equivalents photographs of the early 1920s,
one thing that united the whole sweep of American photography across the
Nineteenth and early Twentieth Century was the primacy of subject matter
to the intended meaning of the photograph. Perhaps shaped by the Protestant
religious tradition in the United States and its preference for the unadorned
and the unadulterated, and the urgency of historical events such as the Civil
War and the great Western expansions, photographers in America had been
largely scrupulous in adherence to the documentary tradition.
However, Stieglitz, galvanised by the example of the Armory Show
of 1913 and especially the example of Wassily Kandinsky’s conception of
nonobjectivity in art, began to formulate a theory of photography that sought
to illuminate the interior state of mind and spirit of the photographer by means
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of the medium’s essential elements.
This new conception sought to turn an objective medium, reliant on
the effects of light, into an essentially interior one by finding an ‘objective
correlative’ for the photographer’s state of mind, to use T. S. Eliot’s famous
phrase which then held great currency. This new tendency was selfconscious
in placing an emphasis on expression, on insight over sight, metaphysical over
physical truths. ‘I do not make “pictures,”’ Stieglitz said, ‘I have a vision of
life and I try to find equivalents for it sometimes in the form of photographs’
[Greenough 1983].

This approach is essentially a Romantic one, since it squarely
emphasizes the artist’s own ego as the most important, perhaps the only truly
meaningful reality. In America, it solidified around several photographers who
were all deeply informed by Stieglitz’s approach, around about 1940: Minor
White, Harry Callahan and Aaron Siskind.
These photographers held in common Stieglitz’s emphasis on a belief
that the pure formal structures of art such as line, form, tone and colour, could
hold the key to unlocking forms of abstract thought and shades of feeling
[Lifson 1989]. If anything, their approach was even more elemental, more
radically minimal, than his had been. Their world is the microworld, capable

28. Aaron Siskind New York 1976 1976
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of revealing global truths. It is intensified and purified of randomness and
unnecessary detail and variety. It aims at the revelation of a heightened reality, a
visionary art. Their aesthetic credo might appropriately be reflected in lines by
William Blake:
To see a World in a grain of sand,
And a Heaven in a wild flower,
Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand,
And Eternity in an hour [Auden & Pearson 1950].
In Aaron Siskind’s photography from the 1940s onward, the subject, even
while still visible as itself, is first of all significant as a pictorial unit among
other pictorial units. The anecdotal import of the object, or the associative
implications of the given title, are always secondary to the object’s importance
to the tonal and textural scheme of the picture plane and its potential to reveal
and illuminate. He wrote:
‘Subject matter, as such, ceased to be of primary importance. Instead
I found myself involved in the relationships of these objects, so much
so that these pictures turned out to be deeply moving and personal
experiences ... these photographs are psychological in character’ [Siskind
1973].

So the formal relationships of objects on a visual field could be, for
him, a revelation of deep personal modes of thought and feeling. Rather
than placing the emphasis on social import or the documentary context of
the subject, Siskind was creating a new category of photographic image; selfcontained, contextless, ambiguous and mostly without self-conscious social
commentary.
Siskind’s pictures are instantly identifiable, even amongst his peers,
for the extremity of the reduction of contextural information in them. All the
better, he believed, to emphasize their universality and intensify their capacity
for revelation, a logic he shares with the whole sweep of minimalist modernism.
The images of his maturity are often very close, almost always frontal to
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the picture plane, and cropped with the greatest care for formal unity across the
surface. Often square, his images rarely venture beyond the dimensions of a 4’ x
5’ negative, a format that dramatically emphasizes an image’s picture plane as a
surface area rather than as an illusion of recessive distance.
Why does a square format have this undeniable effect on a viewer? It
could be that the more dynamic the frame, especially in horizontal format, the
more immediate is the unconscious allusion to the horizon line, an allusion
captured within the word itself: horizontal. Of course, as embodied beings,
we occupy a space where the horizon line is always present or at least within
easy reference. Disorientation often involves the loss of a horizontal reference,
something which is an issue for aircraft pilots flying through storms or other
weather where the horizon as a reference point is obscured. This is why the
instrument panels in aircraft cockpits feature an artificial horizon gauge
prominently within sight of the pilot.
In Siskind’s work, references such as a horizon line or even a reassuring
sense of recessive depth where objects sit in legible relationship to each other in
space, are ruthlessly reduced or omitted entirely. Most compositions possess an
‘all-over’ quality, where the elements in the frame are entirely enclosed by it or
at least sit in such a rigorously controlled field of harmonic relationships that
the viewer has no sense that they extend beyond the frame, an effect further
emphasized by the square or almost square format.

29. Aaron Siskind Yucatan 1 1955
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The implications of this can be seen with particular force when
considering the images that include text. I have previously written that the
photographs of the 1940s by Siskind and his colleagues represented a break
with the traditional American preoccupation with subject matter in the
photograph. This is not to say of course that the subject in these images is
not relevant or worthy of comment. Even the most casual observer of Aaron
Siskind’s photographs would note the preoccupation with words, text, marks
and graphic communication of all kinds.
The typographic forms that appear in Siskind are always fragmentary,
never allowed to function as a means of communication in themselves. Instead,
seen alone and on their own graphic terms, they appear as forms among other
forms, taking their place with other objects in the visual field. Though they are
not without their own allusive potential, since we always recognise them as a
special category of object: that is, a word, a letter, a linguistic unit of meaning,
even when the communicative power of the word or even the morpheme, the
partial word, is denied. In the photograph Yucatan 5 (1955), the letter B is
visible as well as the partial word ‘shi’. The B is simply a grapheme, a single letter
we presume to be part of a whole word. Over that, written by hand, is ‘shi’,
a larger unit of meaning, but one that is not meaningful in itself like a prefix

30. Aaron Siskind Yucatan 5 1955
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or a suffix might be. So we are left with the forms of language in themselves,
without the distraction of reference outside the image, a sign without semantic
content. The signs in Siskind’s work therefore function as graphics which we
understand to be language, but from which sensible systematic meaning is
denied.
There is often a kind of pathos to these pictures. Letters, words
stripped of meaning other than whatever dignity they happen to possess, have
to get on without context, existing in an eternal ambiguity. They are sensible
marks made with a purpose, an attempt to communicate, but one which
is denied within the unyielding space of the picture plane. If this sounds
like some personification of the graphic figure is occurring, then I believe
this interpretation is entirely in keeping with Siskind’s romantic existential
intention.
		 His subject matter was essentially the mark: whatever traces humankind
left or could assert against annihilation, a process we are all involved in, either
unconsciously or with expressive intent. The artist who is attuned and aware
of this invisible dialogue between people and the environments they inhabit,
like Siskind himself, is also participating in this process, albeit in a highly
refined and articulate way. He is also asserting his existence against the tide of

31. Aaron Siskind Lima 59 - Homage to Franz Kline 1975
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extinction. This places him, as I have said, as a romantic with a high degree of
consciousness of his and our existential place in the universe, what Sartre and
Heidegger before him called facticity. That is, the consciousness of whatever
‘facts’ of existence we are forced to confront, including the nature of being
human as such, what Heidegger called ‘Being-unto-death’ or the fact that we
must all some day die [Mautner 2000]. This provides a grounding for all our
actions, (especially) including activities like making art, in the light of an
attempt to lead a conscious, meaningful, ‘authentic’ life.
		 I came to my photographic subject through an emerging interest
in how people in all sorts of circumstances, attempted to communicate
meaningfully with each other in signifiers which could be visually recorded,
and what happened to those signifiers out in the world after they were done.
Siskind’s work was important to me firstly and most importantly because
his photographic approach included visual signifiers of all sorts, with a high
degree of attention given to the features of their ‘life’ as visible traces of the
human need to communicate long after the original speaker had gone, after
their purpose was satisfied, or after their ability to communicate had been lost.
He provided an exemplar of an approach, and if I was to approach similar
subject matter in a similar way, it was important to understand if and where we
differed in method and intention.
		 In my image Entropy (2005) [Figure 14, page 84], we see the crumbling
vestiges of signage on a wall, at the very threshold where the marks are at risk
of losing their identity as language completely. A partial letter A is visible
at the the top centre, and the regularity of the other patches where the raw
surface of the concrete is showing through leads us to conclude that these are
words, though there is very little else to confirm the assumption. This is an
illustration of the limits of understanding in visual language; the point where
understanding edges toward a threshold where meaning might effectively cease.
Siskind wrote in his ‘Credo’ of 1950 that ‘first, and emphatically, I
accept the flat plane of the picture surface as the primary frame of reference
of the picture’ [Siskind 1973]. In the ‘flat, unyielding space’ of the picture
plane, as he described it in The Drama of Objects, his essay of 1944, objects
‘cannot escape back into the depth of perspective. The four edges of the
rectangle are absolute bounds. There is only the drama of the objects, and you,
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Figure 14. Sean Payne Entropy 2005, 30 x 20 cm

watching’ [Rhem 2003 and Turner 1979]. This is for him the primary reality of the
photograph: a paper print made of tone, form, texture and design.
He approaches the visual field by denying the potential for illusionistic
space and emphasizing the surface as the right and proper place for formal
exploration, and he was of course hardly alone in this. The critic Clement
Greenberg famously disparaged as ‘easel painting’ images that aimed at an
illusion of fictive depth [Greenberg 1973]. He saw illusionistic space as the
betrayal of painting’s essential nature, as alien to the medium.
The novelty of this approach was a constant theme in discussions of
contemporary art during the 40s, Siskind’s most formative period. In an essay
of 1948, Greenberg hailed ‘a new tendency in painting’, reflecting what his
friends had been telling him about their objectives in New York’s loft studios
throughout the 1940s. He described a new,
“decentralized” and “polyphonic” picture that relies on a surface knit
together of identical or closely similar elements which repeat themselves
without marked variation from one edge of the picture to another. It is a
kind of picture that dispenses, apparently, with beginning, middle, end’
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[Greenberg 1973].

It is possible, given his puritanical temperament, that by ‘beginning,
middle, end’, Greenberg was referring not only to pictorial space, but also to a
whole historical epoch in art which was reaching its apogee in this dispensation
with the tawdry tools of cheap iconography.
This statement is also notable because of its obvious synchronicity
with Siskind’s methods of the 40s and beyond. This is not surprising given
his closeness with many of the abstract painters of the day, including Barnett
Newman and Adolph Gottlieb, who he met while still an English student at
City College, and his particular sympathy for Franz Kline, an artist to whom he
later paid homage in the titles of a large series of images during the 1970s.
Siskind further cemented these conceptual and personal connections
with the present and emerging generation of painters when he taught a
summer school with Harry Callahan at Black Mountain College in North
Carolina, in 1951 [Rhem 2003]. Other teachers at the time included John Cage,
Merce Cunningham, and significantly, Robert Motherwell and Franz Kline,
and students attending that summer included Robert Rauschenberg and Cy
Twombly [Varnedoe 1994].

Figure 15. Sean Payne BA 2005, 30 x 20 cm
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Unlike Siskind’s, my own photographic work, far from being
concerned with the ‘integrity’ of the print as a phenomenon, is promiscuous
in methodology, an approach which has been informed by my investigation
into the extraordinary possibilities of new digital photographic processes;
possibilities which bridge the gap between painting and photography in an
extremely sympathetic way. The manipulation of the image now possible
in digital environments is highly ‘painterly’, with almost infinite number of
adjustments possible. Most of the images in this exhibition originated with
a negative produced with a traditional 35mm camera. The negative was
then scanned at a high resolution and manipulated in the Adobe Photoshop
environment. The nature and the extent of the manipulation differs from
image to image, but it has been completely transforming in several cases. In BA
(2005) [Figure 15, page 85], the divergence from the original negative has been
beyond anything I would able to achieve in a darkroom. The image has had
corrections of colour balance, highly selective heightening of individual colours
and tones, and in the case of the background colour of the wall, completely
transformed from a dull red to a dark Prussian blue while leaving other areas
unaffected.
This is where the most significant differences between my approach
and Aaron Siskind’s lies. His images are executed in a spirit of fidelity to the
source inherited from his early years as a documentarian, and an approach then

32. Photo by Sean Payne Stobey Pole, South Australia 2004
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still common among American photographers. Compare my image DF-34
(2004) [Figure 16] with the original 35mm photograph. The photo is a record
of something which came about without aesthetic intent but which I have
recorded and recontextualised as a photograph, and therefore brought into the
environment of art. So far, Siskind’s and my approaches are similar, in that they
rely on recontextualization for their significance as an aesthetic artifact, with
the obvious exception that my image is in colour. The difference lies in our
approach to the thing being photographed.
This is a picture of a ‘Stobey Pole,’ common in South Australia. The
side bars are the long thin steel frames that support the concrete core of the
pole, now rusted with age. I have scanned the negative into a computer and
digitally elaborated the side bars to the edges of the frame. By removing all

Figure 16. Sean Payne DF-34 2004, 21 x 30.5 cm
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contextual information like the tree, fence, road and sky in the background,
I’ve turned the structure into a self-contained environment, rather than
simply an object to be photographed and recorded. In this new light, visual
relationhips change. The concrete strip which runs down the centre of the
image previously read in a different way in the original photograph, where it
was a component of the object in the foreground. Now, the concrete strip reads
as a positive, advancing in space out from its negative ground, which is the
rusted frame. The colour and tonal relationships have also been manipulated
to bring out their particular qualities, suggesting associations that might
have been in my mind and no one else’s. The shape of the concrete strip, for
example, might suggest the numeral 1, or the triangle at the bottom might turn
the concrete into a feminine form. In the absence of any other detail to put it
into context, the image shifts category and becomes a made thing rather than
a found thing. It can then function as an image closely related to the paintings
in the exhibition, which was what I intended it to do; anchoring the paintings
in the world we inhabit collectively, rather than a world I have simply brought
into being. The amount of digital manipulation the photograph has undergone
also brings it closer to painting, connecting it to the semiological category of
hand media, rather than machine media.
In Siskind’s work, the images rely for their effect on the aesthetic
significance the viewer places on the act of selection by the photographer,
rather than transformation (unless we count the shift in context as a form
of transformation). That is, Siskind’s documentary intention is left intact, as
indicated by his choice of titles, which contextualize the images as being taken
at a certain place at a certain time. Apart from tonal manipulation occurring
in the darkroom, choice of paper, etc. he is still anxious to assert the object’s
essential purity as a photograph, going to great pains in public to restate his
position on the ‘primary reality’ of photography, which he saw as a paramount
consideration in its acceptance as art.
		 I was first alerted to this extraordinary possibilities of digital
manipulation by one of my former teachers, Greg Wayn, when he
demonstrated some of his first experiments to me in 1997. At the time, I only
conceived of the digital environment as a supplementary tool in combination
with the darkroom, but seeing examples of his work since that time, and
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hearing of the work being done by him and Greg Neville, both teachers at
the Northern Melbourne Institute of TAFE at Epping, alerted me to the
possibilities.
		 Wayn’s work is commonly manipulated in the digital environment to
an extremely high degree of seamlessness, reflecting his level of accomplishment
in the medium. His photographic work has long reflected his interest in
industrial environments, often taking the form of large scale documentary
projects of specific areas like the construction of a freeway development and
sites of industrial decay, like the Coode Island industrial waste facility outside
Melbourne, the site of a huge chemical fire in the early nineties. Often, Wayn
achieves a surprising ambiguity of scale, where the tiniest detail can appear to
be monumental, or the largest warehouse wall or peeling ship’s hull can appear
to be merely something glimpsed in a backyard garden. They share with Siskind
a formal strategy of arrangement around the implied grid of the picture plane,
and a preoccupation with texture and graphical marks including vernacular
signs of all sorts. Unlike Siskind, they are manipulated images and are open to
the possibilities offered by emerging digital media.
		 The ability to manipulate an image to this degree obviously
compromises the photograph’s ability to function as a witness, insofar as
that still exists in our collective habits of mind, and brings it a good way
closer to the infinite field of possibilities open to the painter, with one very
large qualification. The photographic image, however that may be culturally
conceived now or in the foreseeable future, is always attached to the world

33. Greg Wayn Clifton Hill 2001
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of experience and event in a way a painting is not. The objective world is its
generative pretext, so the photographs and paintings in this exhibition should
be seen then as ways at looking at a phenomenon conceived both from within,
as a process of improvisation from given materials, and from outside me, with
all the potentialities the objective world can generate.
For the critic Harold Rosenberg, the spontaneous decisions made by
an artist while confronting the limited visual field of the canvas amount to a
moral act [Selz 1996], and the morality and social dimension of what he was
doing did not escape Siskind, the former documentarian and member of the
socialist realist Photo League. In Siskind’s work, there is a deep affinity between
the ‘moral action’ of a painter before a canvas and the totality of similar actions
performed by millions of anonymous people around the world when they
leave their marks on walls or roads or public surfaces of any kind. He sees no
reason, apparently, why moral action of the kind represented by the abstract
expressionist painter like Jackson Pollock or Franz Kline is any more legitimate
than such an action performed by any man, woman or child in an unschooled
but deliberately expressive way. The marks on walls are for him markers of
expressive intent by the people, and no less worthy of attention or respect for
that. They are also, however, aesthetic phenomena that are simply there for the
artist to discover and appropriate. Again and again, Siskind chooses marks,
lettering, repetitive shapes, or bits and pieces of found detritus, where the
identity of the thing is masked or highly ambiguous. It would not serve his
purpose if the thing being photographed could be simply read or the anecdotal
meaning easily or readily understood. Objects sit in a composition as visual

34. Greg Wayn Port Adelaide 2001
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artifacts discovered in the world and brought into the highly charged visual
environment he constructs. It is enough that we understand the thing we see
as primarily a photograph, with the intrinsic connection to the world that that
word possesses still intact.
Ultimately, Siskind insists that the ‘unyielding space’ of the frame is still
the primary reality of the photographic experience.
These forms, totems, masks, figures, shapes, images must finally take
their place in the tonal field of the picture and strictly conform to their
space environment. The object has entered the picture in a sense; it has
been photographed directly. But it is often unrecognizable; for it has
been removed from its usual context, dissociated from its customary
neighbours and forced into new relationships [Siskind 1973].
		 The new relationships are significant, in the end, in so far as they
connect in a directly emotional way with the viewer, and the power of that
reaction reflects on the state of mind and soul of the photographer, which
makes Siskind ultimately a Romantic.
		 If Aaron Siskind’s and my own work reveals resemblances in formal
organization and even at times in subject matter, it is chiefly because my art
practice is informed by the whole history of modernist abstraction, including
Siskind’s, and because we share a belief as photographers that the very small
and inconsequential can be revelatory of larger issues through the evocative
power of metaphor. I have become preoccupied with visual signifiers of
all kinds as they exist in everyday life because I see them as extraordinarily
evocative and as the imperfect bridge between subjectivities, which by the
facticity of our embodied presence in the world, we are compelled to use as best
we can. If I make pointed reference to Siskind’s existentialist stance, I’m sure it’s
because we share that too.
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13.
Conclusion

While I do have access by introspection to my own reflections, memories, and
feelings, it is true to say that I cannot access another’s reflections, except by
way of language and the clues given by their physical behaviour. If language
is reflective of our condition as embodied beings, by being made of complex
systems of metaphors and metaphorical concepts which cannot be understood
without accounting for our physical senses, spatial concepts and other imageschemata, then the apparent reality that we are subjectively cut off from one
another is at least potentially false. Language then, including visual language,
is possibly a demonstration of shared presence in an objective world. It stares
down scepticism, and bridges the gap between subjectivities.
But this victory is at best only contingent, since signs and symbols
are still only markers down a potential spectrum of meaning, like the white
keys on a piano. They are still open to misreading, subject to all sorts of
factors which constrain or inhibit their ability to communicate. They may
become illegible, or their intended audience may be so select that they fail to
communicate to the uninitiated.
Language can also only reflect image schemata, which are fragile and
limited. Meaning only emerges out of patterns we can detect in our actions
and perceptions. Structures which are dynamic since they are flexible and
unfixed, and only relatively stable because they are located in conventional
networks of meaning, depending on a large stock of shared images, practices,
and knowledge. If the convention falters, the stability of the image is
endangered and meaning is lost.
The graphical symbols we employ every day emerge from metaphor,
which is a consequence of our embodiment and not merely linguistic in
nature. These concepts are shared by definition, because they don’t rely for
their confirmation on private subjective experience, but are consequences of
the innate physical properties of bodies, which we all share. I don’t need to
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confirm whether someone else has a mind like mine, since the concepts which
we give expression to through language are consequences of our embodiment.
Thus there is no separation of outward behaviour and internal subjective
states, since the dialogue would function just the same because the concepts
I hold innately and give expression to through language are consequences
of my embodied condition, not the consequences of my internal mental
states. Scepticism is avoided. This might be an indication that the conceptual
problem of other minds is not insoluble. The sign of the X, or cross, might be
thought of as possessing meaning not because it corresponds to some object
out there in reality, but because it is a conceptual metaphor emerging from our
shared embodiment.
I investigate this concept in Letter From India, where type is used as an
aesthetic element, out of context, but also as a way to anchor an image in the
social, collective world. The presence of signs connect the image in a tangible
way to the world we construct through a process of reading and interpretation.
In Babel, I was attempting to use slate tiles to set up a simultaneous set
of associations: with the past (since it is ancient metamorphic rock) and with
education and specifically with reading and writing. These associations might
be made to speak eloquently about the timelessness of language, both spoken
and written, and the simultaneity of these activities back down the generations
to ancient time. I chose a kind of mark to evoke these associations in a viewer:
clusters of ambiguous marks that might be expressive or just functional. Some
of them form a cross, one of the most simple, multivalent and yet loaded
symbols in all of human civilisation. In a gesture I intended to be directly
antithetical to the marks’ freeflowing, unfixed character, I ‘wrapped’ the slate
tiles in simple white cord, forming a regular white set of cross-hairs around the
objects, echoing the cross image, but in an equal and opposite way.
In the work Signs, metaphor functions in a different, sociological or
political way, suggesting that the dialectical forces of rebellion and the will to
control are both eternal features of human society, since both are subject to the
same practical forces of entropy and decay, and amount in the end simply to
features of history. The viewer is invited to see this either as a positive aspect of
the eternal human will to creativity, eternally in conflict with the destructive
impulse to control, or a negative conception of that conflict, the visual
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cacophony of the street being squeezed literally out of the frame by flat colour.
The photographs in the exhibition came out of an emerging interest in
how people attempted to communicate meaningfully in signifiers which could
be visually recorded, and what happened to those signifiers out in the world
after they were done. In Entropy, we see the crumbling vestiges of signage on
a wall, at the very threshold where the marks are at risk of losing their identity
as language altogether. This is an illustration of the limits of understanding in
visual language; the point where understanding edges toward a threshold where
meaning might actually cease.
Talk of an exterior, objective reality and an interior subjectivity is
misleading as a model of our essential condition as embodied beings. Reality
for us is interactional in the sense that it resides neither completely in the
exterior world, nor entirely in our own heads, but is a projection arising out
of the interaction of the world and the particular constraints of our biology.
Meaning arises for us out of the interaction of schematic structures of all kinds.
The illustration of this false conception is a central aesthetic tactic
across the exhibition, something I illustrate by means of visual metaphor,
primarily by opposing the impersonal, ideal, objective and machine-made
against the random, the accidental and the contingent, as can be seen in the
works Letter From India and Babel, and many others.
Signs and symbols are a precarious basis on which to mount an
answer to a philosophical problem, but they are ideal for use as visual artifacts
designed to ‘describe’ a situation, which is how I intended to use them.
This thesis then, was fundamentally about the limits of vernacular
visual language. The aesthetic strategy was to explore that point where
understanding edges toward a threshold where meaning collapses altogether,
and to construct metaphors for the inability of subjectivities to ever completely
bridge the gap.
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14.
Glossary

Allograph: A variant of a morpheme that leaves its syntactic function intact.
The name for all variant shapes of letters, including calligraphy, autographs and
signatures, graffiti, typography and palaeography.
Autograph: The concept of a signature made by the signer and not therefore
reproducible, functioning as a witness of the signer’s presence and/or authority.
Eidetic: (psychological) A mental image possessing unusual vividness and
detail, as if actually visible.
Facticity: (philosophical) Applies to the contingent conditions of our existence
not of our choosing. From Heidegger and Sartre, all aspects of existence
defined by the situations in which we find ourselves; the ‘facts’ that we are
forced to confront, including the details of life over which we have no control,
like age, place of birth, class, etc., but also including the nature and limits of
being human as such.
Grapheme: A minimal unit of writing, defined in terms of the formal
properties of a script, eg. a letter.
Griffonage: Illegible, as opposed to indecipherable, handwriting.
Hypergraphia: (medical) A symptom often associated with temporal lobe
epilepsy, where the sufferer is seized by an overwhelming compulsion to write
on any and every available surface.
Hypographs: Images composed from nondisjoint signs, or defective or
deficient signs.
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Illocutionary act: The performance of an act in saying something, as opposed
to the act of saying something. Asking questions, giving information,
assurances or warnings are examples of illocutionary acts.
Image-Schemata: Dynamic structures for organizing the recurring patterns,
shapes and regularity in, or of ordering activities, connecting a range of
different experiences which demonstrate recurring structures.
Morpheme: A minimal meaningful unit of written language, eg. a word.
Pentimenti: In a painting, underlying work which is still visible or reappears in
a painting after having been erased or painted over.
Prewriting: A writing-like practice that predates writing in a given culture and
yet is distinct from it.
Pseudowriting: Any set of signs that appears to be writing but does not
function as a record of language.
Semasiograph: A sign that does not denote sounds in a spoken language.
Signature: A signed name.
Subgraphemics: The study of images whose signs are disjoint but lack
formatting or syntactic order.
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The Exhibition

Exhibition invitation 2005

Signs 2002 Acrylic and collage on board. 25 x 34 cm (x3)

111

CICL 2003 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

K 2002 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

112

X=X 2002-2005 Oil on canvas, 28 x 36 cm

XX 2002 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

113

EYE 2005 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

Marxist 2004 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

114

Bus 2002 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

3 2002 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

115

188 2002 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

The Figure 5 In Gold (After Charles Demuth) 2003 Acrylic on found timber. 30 x 26.5 x 3 cm

116

AR 2005 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

Entropy 2005 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

117

BA 2005 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

OK 2005 Lambda digital print. 30.5 x 20 cm

118

ON-te 2004 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

er’ 2004 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

119

Zero 2005 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

BA 2003 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

120

DF-34 2004 Lambda digital print. 21 x 30.5 cm

Anecdote 2004 Collage, acrylic and ink on board. 18 x 24 cm

121

Diagram 2002 Watercolour, pencil, pastel on found timber, in recycled box frame. 40 x 53 x 7 cm

J 2002 Acrylic, found object and corrugated cardboard on composition board. 18 x 24 cm

122

Q-RL 2004 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

ST 2003 Lambda digital print. 30 x 20 cm

123

Circle 2003 Oil, acrylic, collage, mixed media on board. 18 x 24 cm

Anecdote 2002 Mixed media on found timber. 18 x 24 cm

124

GA26 2004 Lambda digital print. 22 x 30.5 cm

Cargo 2005 Rope, hessian, nail, oil on board. 18.5 x 25 x 8.5 cm

125

Letter from India 2002 Mixed media on found timber, oil on canvas board, rope, box frame. 55 x 76 x 3.5 cm

Babel 2004 Chinagraph pencil on slate tiles with cord and box frame. 86.8 x 59 x 3.5 cm
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